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Executive Summary
On July 30, 2020, Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc. (Corix) filed its Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility
(BMDEU) 2020 to 2023 Revenue Requirement and Rates Application pursuant to sections 59 to 61 of the Utilities
Commission Act (Application). Corix provides thermal energy utility services to Simon Fraser University (SFU) and
UniverCity customers. UniverCity is a residential and commercial development located on Burnaby Mountain
adjacent to the SFU campus.
In 2017, the BCUC approved Corix’s Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) application for
construction of the BMDEU including:


approval for the construction and operation of a biomass central energy plant (CEP) and associated
facilities including a natural gas peak and backup plant; and



approval of the Amended and Restated Thermal Energy Services Agreement dated January 27, 2017
(TESA), between Corix and SFU, including the cost of service, cost allocation and rate design principles.

In the Application, Corix submits that the rate proposals reflect the costs associated with the central energy
plant (CEP) which commenced service on October 23, 2020, the ongoing UniverCity build-out, and the need to
establish new rates for the new service to UniverCity. As part of the proceeding, interim and refundable rates
were established as requested by Corix for its SFU and UniverCity customer groups.
As for the revenue requirements component of the Application, the Panel’s findings include the following:


The Test Period is an acceptable period for setting the initial rates for BMDEU.



The forecast operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses provide a reasonable basis for determining
the Revenue Requirement for the Test Period.



The O&M cost allocations to SFU and UniverCity are a fair apportionment of costs amongst ratepayers.



The proposed capital additions provide a reasonable basis for determining the Test Period Revenue
Requirements, including the impact on financing costs and depreciation.

Based on the findings and determinations on the components of the forecast Revenue Requirement, the Panel
finds the forecast Revenue Requirements reasonable for setting rates for the Test Period.
Regarding rate design, final approved rates, and other matters, the Panel’s findings and approvals include the
following:
For the UniverCity customer group:


The final and permanent approval of the Basic Charges for UniverCity effective January 1, 2021, January
1, 2022, and January 1, 2023 and the 4-month rate rider for the period of September 1, 2020 and
December 31, 2020, as follows:
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Effective Date

Sep 1, 2020

Jan 1, 2021

Jan 1, 2022

Jan 1, 2023

Basic Charge ($/m2 per
Month)

No change

1.0482

1.1164

1.1889

0.2748

Not applicable
(N/A)

N/A

N/A

N/A

$0.0301

N/A

N/A

2020 4-month Rate Rider
($/m2 per month)
Variable Energy Charge
($/kWh)


The establishment of the Energy Cost Reconciliation Account on a permanent basis, to capture actual
energy costs and revenues from the Variable Energy Charge and the annual Variable Energy Charge Rate
Setting Mechanism for UniverCity’s variable energy costs are also approved.



The BCUC approved establishment of the Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account (RDDA) in the 2011
UniverCity CPCN. The RDDA is intended to capture the revenue requirement variances under a levelized
rate approach. The Panel directs that, commencing in 2021 for the remainder of the Test Period, the
function and operation of the existing RDDA be changed to exclude recognition of O&M forecast
variances and to reflect the proposed treatment of energy costs and Variable Charge revenue.

For the SFU customer group:


The following Capacity Charge, Consumption Charge, and Availability Charge are approved on a final and
permanent basis, effective October 23, 2020, January 1, 2021, January 1, 2022, and January 1, 2023:
Effective Date

Oct 23, 2020

Jan 1, 2021

Jan 1, 2022

Jan 1, 2023

Capacity Charge ($/MW of
Nominated Capacity/Month)

10,647

16,807

16,748

16,656

Consumption Charge ($/kWh)

0.0226

0.0234

0.0238

0.0242

Availability Charge ($/Month)

33,000

33,000

33,000

33,000



The proposed rates are consistent with the rate design principles outlined in the approved TESA. The
calculated revenue based on the forecast load and proposed rates is sufficient to recover the Revenue
Requirements allocated to SFU plus the incentive payment set out in the TESA that is collected from the
Availability Charge.



For 2022 and 2023, the Panel approves Corix’s proposed rate structure for the SFU Fuel Cost Deferral
Account and Property Tax Variance Account Rate Riders and Corix must use a 12 month amortization
period for any balances in the deferral accounts.
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1.0

Introduction

Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc. (Corix) seeks British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) approval of its
Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility (BMDEU) 2020 to 2023 Revenue Requirement and Rates Application.
Among other things, Corix seeks approval of rates, rate riders and rate rider mechanisms for the Simon Fraser
University (SFU) and UniverCity customer groups based on BMDEU’s forecast cost of service or revenue
requirement (Revenue Requirement) and load and energy forecasts for the test period September 1, 2020
through to December 31, 2023 (Test Period). Corix also proposes rate design changes to flow-through energy
costs to the UniverCity customer group.
In this Decision, the Panel sets out the key issues to be decided, provides an overview of the relevant evidence,
considers Corix’s proposals, and outlines the reasons for the Panel’s determinations. The Panel addresses the
following key issues:


The reasonableness of the BMDEU Test Period forecast Revenue Requirements for the SFU and
UniverCity customer groups for the purpose of setting rates;



The appropriateness of Corix’s proposed rate design changes for UniverCity, including the flowthrough of energy costs to UniverCity customers through the creation of a Variable Energy Charge
and an Energy Cost Reconciliation Account;



The appropriateness of establishing two SFU rate riders to facilitate the amortization of the balances
in the previously approved Fuel Cost Deferral Account and Property Tax Deferral Account;



The reasonableness of the load and energy forecasts for the SFU and UniverCity customer groups for
the purpose of setting the rates; and



The determination of just, reasonable and not unduly discriminatory rates.

1.1

Background

Corix is a subsidiary of Corix Utilities Inc. (CUI). CUI is a wholly owned subsidiary of Corix Infrastructure Inc. (CII).
which is owned by the British Columbia Investment Management Corporation. CII is a provider of utility
infrastructure solutions, including energy, water, and wastewater projects, and it operates approximately 1,370
utility systems across North America.1
Corix owns and operates small standalone utilities in communities throughout British Columbia,2 including
BMDEU, a district energy utility that provides thermal energy utility services to SFU and UniverCity since the
service commencement of operation of the central energy plant (CEP)3 on October 23, 2020.4 UniverCity is a
residential and commercial development located on Burnaby Mountain adjacent to the SFU campus.5 Prior to
1

Exhibit B-1, p. 10.
Exhibit B-5, p. 4.
3 Exhibit B-1, p. 10.
4 Corix’s Final Argument, p. 3.
5 Exhibit B-1, p. 1.
2
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operation of the CEP, UniverCity was served by energy generated by another utility owned by Corix, the
UniverCity Neighborhood Utility Service (UniverCity NUS).6
Since its inception in 2011, UniverCity NUS operated using temporary energy centres fired by natural gas boilers.
The temporary energy centres were designed and developed to be replaced with a permanent low-carbon
energy facility when build-out and energy demand became sufficient to make such a low-carbon facility
economic. Corix subsequently selected biomass technology to be the most suitable solution for such facility and
it reached two agreements with SFU to develop a biomass central energy plant which would provide thermal
energy service to UniverCity and the SFU campus.7
In 2017, the BCUC approved Corix’s Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) application for
construction of the BMDEU (2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision) including:


approval for the construction and operation of a biomass CEP and associated facilities including a
natural gas peak and backup plant, collectively referred to as the BMDEU; and



approval of the Amended and Restated Thermal Energy Services Agreement dated January 27, 2017
(TESA), between Corix and SFU, including the cost of service, cost allocation and rate design principles.8

The BMDEU has two customer groups: UniverCity and SFU. The BMDEU is designed to provide low-carbon
thermal energy service to existing and future UniverCity customers and baseload low-carbon service to SFU
through an interconnection to the existing SFU district energy system. The natural gas module is designed to
provide peaking and backup energy service to UniverCity customers only.
The UniverCity and SFU rate designs previously approved by the BCUC are discussed in additional detail below.
UniverCity Approved Rate Design
UniverCity customers have been receiving energy service from the temporary energy centres using a BCUC
approved rate design.9 The BCUC approved Corix to recover UniverCity’s costs of service through a two-part rate
structure including a Basic Charge per square metre per month (fixed charge) and a Variable Rate per kilowatthour (variable charge).10 Corix was initially approved to levelize rates for UniverCity customers over 20 years
using a revenue deficiency deferral account (RDDA). The RDDA records annual deficiencies or surplus resulting
from the difference between the forecast annual earnings before tax at the approved rates and the approved
annual revenue requirement (cost of service) including energy costs. The RDDA also captures differences
between forecast and actual revenues and revenue requirement components. The rate structure reduces the
cost to customers in the early stages of build-out of the development and fairly distributes costs to all
customers.11

6

Exhibit B-1, p. 11.
Exhibit B-1, p. 11.
8 Order C-5-17.
9 Corix CPCN to Construct and Operate a District Energy System for the UniverCity Neighbourhood Utility Service Project in Burnaby, BC
Decision (2011 UniverCity CPCN Decision), BCUC Order C-7-11.
10 2011 UniverCity CPCN Decision, Section 4.6, pp. 25-26; Section 6.2.1, p. 45.
11 Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility, Exhibit B-2-1,
7
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In 2015, Corix updated its development assumptions and the BCUC approved recovery of the RDDA by the end
of year 15 instead of year 20 resulting in full recovery of the RDDA by 2026.12
SFU Approved Rate Design
The TESA set out the terms and conditions under which Corix will provide BMDEU thermal energy service to
SFU.13 In the 2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision, the BCUC approved a three-part rate design for SFU consisting of (i) a
Capacity Charge; (ii) Consumption Charge; and (iii) Availability Charge.14 The components of the rate design are
discussed further in Section 4.2.1 of this decision.
The 2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision also approved forecast variance treatment, as follows:15


Property tax deferral account – to recover/refund any difference between the forecast and actual
property taxes incurred between the service commencement date and receipt of the first property tax
assessment for the infrastructure (if any such taxes are payable); and



Fuel cost deferral account – to capture the difference between the forecast and actual costs incurred by
Corix for Biomass and electricity to provide service to SFU under the TESA and to recover or refund any
such differences in future periods through adjustments to the Consumption Charge.

1.2

Overview of the Application

On July 30, 2020, Corix filed its BMDEU 2020 to 2023 Revenue Requirement and Rates Application pursuant to
sections 59 to 61 of the Utilities Commission Act (UCA) and subsequently supplemented the application with
additional information and evidence set out in an Evidentiary Update filed on March 19, 2021, an Amended
Evidentiary Update on May 20, 2021, and in responses to information requests (IRs) (Application).16
Corix states the Application addresses:
•

Capital costs associated with the construction of a new CEP previously approved by the BCUC17 which
commenced service on October 23, 2020;18

•

Capital costs associated with the build-out of UniverCity forecasted to occur during the Test Period; and

•

Operating and energy costs related to the operation of the new CEP during the Test Period.

Residential Tab, line 94; 2011 UniverCity CPCN Decision, Section 4.8, p. 27 and Section 6.2.5, p. 49; Order G-215-15 and accompanying
reasons for decision, Section 4.2, p. 10; 2011 UniverCity CPCN, Exhibit B-4, Corix response to BCUC IR 21.1.
12 Order G-215-15 and accompanying reasons for decision, Section 4.2, pp. 9-10.
13 Exhibit B-1, p. 12.
14 2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision, Section 4.1.5, p. 35, 37.
15 2017 BM BMDEU CPCN Decision, Section 4.1.5, p. 36, 37.
16 For the purpose of this decision, unless otherwise stated, the figures and cost estimates presented are based on Corix’s evidentiary
updates (Exhibits B-15-2 filed on May 20, 2021 and B-22 filed on May 30, 2021). The Panel has also cross referenced the financial model
that was filed confidentially via Exhibit B-15-4 where appropriate.
17 2017 Corix BMDEU CPCN Decision.
18 Exhibit B-15, p. 30.
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Corix explains that the CEP contains a biomass module that provides thermal energy services to both SFU and
UniverCity and a natural gas module that provides peaking and backup thermal energy services to UniverCity
only.19
The rate proposals reflect the costs associated with the CEP, the ongoing UniverCity build-out,20 and the need to
establish new rates for the new service to UniverCity. The Application also proposes the initial rates for SFU,
utilizing the approved rate design principles, cost of service parameters and the two deferral accounts as
outlined above.21
Corix requests approval of the following:
•

The Forecast Test Period Revenue Requirements for SFU and UniverCity for 2020 through 2023;

•

The SFU rate riders and related mechanisms including:
o
o
o

Rider 1 in 2022 to amortize the balance in the SFU fuel cost deferral account;
Rider 2 to be used to amortize the balance in the SFU Property tax deferral account, when required;
and
The proposed regulatory process to adjust SFU Rider 1 and SFU Rider 2 on an ongoing basis;

•

Final proposed rates and rate riders for SFU effective October 23, 2020, January 1, 2021, January 1,
2022, and January 1, 2023;

•

Permanent approval of the interim 2020 4-month rate rider for UniverCity commencing September 1,
2020;

•

The proposed rate design changes to flow-through energy costs for the UniverCity customer group,
effective January 1, 2021, by:
o
o
o
o

Establishing an Energy Cost Reconciliation Account (ECRA);
Replacing the existing Variable Rate with a Variable Energy Charge, which recovers only energy
costs, beginning January 1, 2021;
Establishing a Variable Energy Charge rate setting mechanism; and
Setting the proposed regulatory process to adjust the Variable Energy Charge;

•

Final proposed rates and rate riders for UniverCity effective October 23, 2020, January 1, 2021, January
1, 2022, and January 1, 2023; and

•

The amended tariff document for UniverCity and the tariff supplement for SFU.

Corix’s specific proposals related to the treatment of differences between the approved interim rates and
permanent rates are reviewed in Subsection 4.3. Corix’s request that all confidential information submitted
during the regulatory review of the Application remain confidential is reviewed in Subsection 5.4.

19

Exhibit B-1, p. 1.
Exhibit B-5, p. 8.
21 Exhibit B-1, Section 3.1.3, p. 17.
20
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1.3

Legislative and Regulatory Framework

The BCUC’s Thermal Energy System Framework Guidelines (TES Guidelines)22 provide a scaled approach to the
regulation of thermal energy services, where the regulatory oversight increases with the size and scope of the
TES. Corix is classified as a Stream B Thermal Energy System public utility23 in which the approval of rates is
guided by the TES Guidelines and governed by sections 59 to 61 of the UCA.
The TES Guidelines state that Stream B TES utilities are required to consider the following rate-setting
principles:24
1. Provide an equitable balance of risk and cost (such as forecast load and cost risk) between the utility and
the ratepayer or generation of ratepayers;
2. Use the least deferral mechanisms possible;
3. Restrict the ability of the utility to pass controllable costs onto ratepayers;
4. Use the least amount of regulatory oversight to protect the ratepayer (minimize the regulatory burden
and costs on the utility, ratepayers and the BCUC); and
5. Avoid rate shock (>10 percent change in rates per annum is generally considered “Rate Shock”).
Sections 58 to 61 of UCA set out the framework for approval of rates including the following:
•

Section 59(5) defines what an “unjust” or “unreasonable” rate is, while section 59(4) states the
determination of what is “unjust” or “unreasonable” is a question of fact of which the BCUC is the sole
judge;

•

Sections 58 and 60 authorize the BCUC to establish rates and includes mandatory considerations,
including the requirement that rates not be “unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or unduly
preferential”; and

•

Section 60(1)(b.1) provides that in setting a rate, the BCUC may use “any mechanism, formula or other
method of setting the rate that it considers advisable, and may order that the rate derived from such a
mechanism, formula or other method is to remain in effect for a specified period.”

In addition, section 56 of the UCA the BCUC the jurisdiction to set depreciation rates.
The Panel conducts its review of this Application pursuant to the legislative authority of the UCA, using a
traditional Cost of Service (COS) approach. To apply this COS approach, the Panel must first determine Corix’s
total revenue requirement or its “cost of service.” A utility’s revenue requirement reflects the total amount of
revenue that must be collected in rates to recover its costs and provide the utility with an opportunity to earn a
reasonable return on its invested capital or its return on equity (ROE). This COS approach links rates to recovery
of the operating and capital costs based on forecast revenues and costs. The COS elements of a forecast revenue
requirement include the following basic components:
•

Reasonable and necessary costs;

22

Appendix A to Order G-27-15, BCUC Thermal Energy Systems Regulatory Framework Guidelines (TES Guidelines), p. 17.
BMDEU is categorized and regulated as a Stream B thermal energy system, pursuant to BCUC’s
Thermal Energy Systems Regulatory Framework Guidelines.
24 TES Guidelines.
23
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•

Return of investment through recovery of depreciation expense; and

•

Return on investment through an allowed rate of return on invested capital.

Under a COS approach, revenue and cost components that are outside a utility’s control may be handled
through regulatory accounts and deferral mechanisms designed to capture and flow through forecast variances
to future rates.
To determine the appropriate allocation of the Revenue Requirement between UniverCity and SFU and the
appropriateness of requested rate design changes, the Panel is also guided by accepted Bonbright rate design
principles,25 including the fair apportionment of costs amongst customers, rate stability and price signals that
encourage efficient energy use.

1.4

Regulatory Process

On August 19, 2020, the BCUC approved the following rates on an interim and refundable basis, effective
September 1, 2020:




For SFU:
o

Capacity Charge of $16,367 per megawatt of nominated capacity per month;

o

Consumption charge of $0.0226 per kilowatt-hour; and

o

Availability Charge of $33,000 per month.

For UniverCity:
o

2020 4-month Rate Rider of $0.2748 per square metre (m2) per month.26

The BCUC also established a regulatory timetable for the review of the Application, which initially comprised
intervener registration, Corix’s virtual workshop, one round of BCUC and intervener information requests (IRs),
Corix submission of evidentiary update and further process to be determined.
Four interveners registered in the proceeding: SFU, Strata Plan EPS-3822 Centre Block Building (Strata-EPS3822), Strata Plan EPS-5447 The Peak (Strata-EPS-5447) and British Columbia Old Age Pensioners’ Organization
et al. (BCOAPO). The BCUC did not receive any letters of comment in this proceeding.
On October 13, 2020, Corix held a virtual workshop to provide the attendees with an overview of the Application
and to address certain topics responding to the BCUC’s written request preceding workshop. During the
workshop, participants had the opportunity to ask questions relating to the presented material. The participants
included the BCUC Panel and Staff, representatives of Corix and representatives of three out of four registered
interveners (BCOAPO, Strata-EPS-5447 and SFU).
On December 7, 2020, the BCUC approved the following rates on an interim and refundable basis, effective
January 1, 2021:


25
26

For SFU:

Bonbright, Principles of Public Utility Rates (2nd), 1988.
BCUC Order G-220-20.
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o

Capacity Charge of $16,506 per megawatt of nominated capacity per month;

o

Consumption charge of $0.0235 per kilowatt-hour; and

o

Availability Charge of $33,000 per month.

For UniverCity:
o

Basic Charge of $1.0482 per square meter per month;

o

Variable energy charge of $0.0293 per kilowatt-hour; and

o

Approval to flow-through energy costs for the UniverCity customer group by establishing an
Energy Cost Reconciliation Account.27

On March 19, 2021, Corix filed an Evidentiary Update. BCUC then established a further regulatory timetable to
include the second round of BCUC and intervener IRs and written final arguments.28 Subsequently, Corix filed an
Amended Evidentiary Update on May 20, 2021. Corix and intervener written final arguments were filed by June
30, 2021, in compliance with the regulatory timetable.

2.0

BMDEU Revenue Requirements

In this Section, the Panel reviews Corix’s forecast BMDEU Revenue Requirement cost components. A summary
of the forecast BMDEU Revenue Requirements for SFU and UniverCity for 2020 and 2021 and the total
combined Revenue Requirement for 2022 and 2023 is presented below:
Table 1: Summary of BMDEU Revenue Requirements ($)29
Test Period
2021
SFU
UniverCity
673,811
698,815

Total
1,372,625

2022
Total
1,435,672

2023
Total
1,497,191

237,327
359,068
86,360
682,756

790,569
-232,941
1,023,509

214,042
165,778
81,384
461,204

1,004,611
165,778
314,325
1,484,713

1,057,432
171,010
329,052
1,557,494

1,116,976
195,519
345,591
1,658,086

--

--

--

100,805

100,805

105,132

111,998

64,269

387,683

451,952

416,156

582,189

998,345

1,003,342

1,012,137

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Deemed Interest
Return on Equity
Subtotal Financing Costs

44,130
92,223
136,354

139,621
291,780
431,400

183,751
384,003
567,754

364,074
760,843
1,124,917

421,361
880,561
1,301,921

785,435
1,641,404
2,426,839

781,440
1,633,055
2,414,495

780,289
1,630,651
2,410,940

Total Revenue Requirements
Total Revenue Requirements, excluding
Energy Costs

538,069

1,553,180

2,091,249

3,238,394

3,144,934

6,383,328

6,516,136

6,690,351

281,645

1,126,848

1,408,493

2,214,884

2,683,730

4,898,614

4,958,642

5,032,266

A

BMDEU Revenue Requirements
Operating and Maintenance Costs
Biomass Fuel
Natural Gas
Electricity
Subtotal Energy Costs
Property Taxes
Depreciation & Amortization
Income Tax

SFU
81,022

2020
UniverCity
307,765

Total
388,787

204,333
-52,091
256,424

32,994
359,068
34,269
426,332

--

A: All 2020 costs presented in the table shown above are actual figures provided in Corix’s confidential financial model updated
as of May 28, 2021 (Exhibit B-15-4). The 2020 costs for UniverCity reflect the period from January 1 to December 31, 2020, and
for SFU reflect the period from the CEP service commencement (October 23, 2020) to December 31, 2020.

27

BCUC Order G-318-20.
Order G-103-21. dated April 6, 2021.
29 This table has been compiled by information found in Exhibit B-15-2, Section C, Table 25, p. 21; Table 28, p. 23; Table 30, p. 25
28
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Corix updated the 2020 costs to reflect actual figures and include the October 23, 2020 service commencement
date of the biomass CEP. Specifically, for UniverCity’s and SFU’s 2020 costs, Corix presents actual energy costs,
and depreciation & amortization.30 The 2020 operating and maintenance (O&M) costs for both customer groups
were updated by factoring in 2020 actual O&M costs where applicable.31 Corix has updated the deemed interest
rate from 3.60 percent in the Application to 3.36 percent in the Evidentiary Update to account for the CEP
service commencement in October 2020. The deemed interest rate in the Application reflected the period from
2020 onwards as opposed to the Evidentiary Update which reflected the period from the CEP service
commencement date onwards. This change to the deemed interest rate resulted in a decrease in the weighted
average cost of capital from 5.55 percent to 5.45 percent. The updated financing assumptions are applied from
the date of the CEP service commencement onwards.32 The 2021, 2022, and 2023 figures presented are Corix’s
forecast costs.
As part of Appendix A of the Application in Exhibit B-1, Corix included the BMDEU Financial Model in support of
the tables and charts presented in the Application. The financial model contains forecast information such as
Corix’s load and energy demand, capital costs, operating and maintenance costs, energy costs, rate base, and
overall Revenue Requirements to calculate the respective proposed rates for SFU and UniverCity.33 The financial
model provides information for the 2020 to 2023 forecast test period, as well as an additional period of 2024 to
2026 beyond the test years which includes UniverCity’s anticipated full build-out in 2025. Corix requests that the
model be kept confidential due to its commercially sensitive nature (further discussion in Section 5.4 below).
As noted above, the Panel must determine if the forecast Revenue Requirements appropriately reflect the total
amount of revenue that must be collected in rates for Corix to recover its forecast costs of service and to
provide it an opportunity to earn a reasonable return. Below, the Panel reviews issues related to:
•

The length of the proposed test period;

•

The reasonableness of forecast O&M and energy costs and the appropriate allocation of amounts
between UniverCity and SFU;

•

The reasonableness of Creative Energy’s forecast capital additions, allocations to UniverCity and SFU,
depreciation and amortization methods and forecasts, and the prudency of project execution related to
the costs associated with the completion of the CEP; and

•

The appropriateness of Corix’s deemed interest and ROE calculations.

2.1

Proposed Test Period

Corix proposes a test period for the period from September 1, 2020 to December 31, 2023 (Test Period) and
states it is not requesting approval beyond December 31, 2023.34

30

Exhibit B-15, Section 2.3, p. 18, Section 3, p. 19.
Exhibit B-15, Section 4.4, p. 33; Exhibit B-15-4 (Confidential), Tab “SFU Campus Monthly” and “UniverCity Forecast Monthly”.
32 Exhibit B-1, Section 8.1.1, Table 24, p. 53; Exhibit B-15, Section 6.1.1, Table 24, p. 40.
33 Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, and as updated via Exhibit B-15-1, B-15-3, and B-15-4.
34 Exhibit B-1, Section 1.3, p. 7; Exhibit B-15, Section 1.3, p. 10; Corix’s Final Argument, paragraph 1, p. 2
31
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In Corix’s view, the proposed Test Period increases efficiency and reduces regulatory and administrative costs.
However, Corix notes that there is some uncertainty surrounding costs due to the greenfield nature of the
BMDEU since Corix has no prior experience operating the CEP. Accordingly, should an unforeseen situation arise
that necessitates a future submission of a revenue requirement, it would seek approval of rates before the end
of the Test Period. If necessary, Corix would file an application reflecting the best available information at that
time including potential increases or decreases in the forecast costs.35
Corix notes that the proposed Test Period will provide Corix the opportunity to operate the new CEP and make
any necessary adjustments to operating cost and revenue requirement forecasts beyond the current Test
Period, and to commence work on the Renewal and Replacement capital plan based on actual operational data
and field experience.36

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the Test Period an acceptable period for setting the initial rates for BMDEU. The length of the
Test Period minimizes the regulatory burden and costs for Corix and its ratepayers, allows Corix time to gain
experience operating the CEP and will provide sufficient actual operating data to consider in determining
forecasting future capital and operating costs in the next test period. Further, given the expected completion of
the UniverCity development build-out in 2025, the Test Period will allow sufficient time for Corix to further
update its estimates on the development and the RDDA.

2.2

Operating and Maintenance Costs

Forecast O&M Costs
Forecast BMDEU O&M costs are comprised of fixed costs required to operate and maintain the entire utility on
an annual basis. Corix states forecast O&M costs are based on historical results, cost assumptions as presented
in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN application and Technical Safety BC requirements.37 Similar to the capital cost
allocation, O&M costs are allocated between the UniverCity and SFU customer groups. The allocation
methodology is further discussed below.38 The O&M forecast costs account for the October 23, 2020 service
commencement date of the CEP.39 Total BMDEU costs are shown in the table below:

35

Exhibit B-1, Section 10.1, p. 73.
Corix Reply, p. 9.
37 Exhibit B-1, Section 6, p. 35.
38 Exhibit B-1, Section 6, p. 35.
39 Exhibit B-15, Section 4, p. 30.
36
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Table 2: Total BMDEU O&M Costs (Amended Evidentiary Update)40

A

A: All 2020 costs presented in the table shown above are actual figures as provided in Corix’s Evidentiary Update as of
May 20, 2021 (Exhibit B-15-2) and in Corix’s confidential financial model updated as of May 28, 2021 (Exhibit B-15-4).
The 2020 costs for UniverCity reflect the period from January 1 to December 31, 2020, and for SFU reflect the period
from the CEP service commencement (October 23, 2020) to December 31, 2020.

A description of each O&M cost category and the relevant assumptions are described below. Each cost item is
not necessarily described in the same order as provided in the above table.
Plant Operators
To meet legislative requirements and based on a review by Technical Safety BC, the BMDEU operation will
require operator availability 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year. Corix states it is required to
staff the BMDEU with 5 full time equivalents (FTE) operators and 1 FTE supervisor, with an additional 0.25 FTE of
a senior plant manager. Corix escalates operator costs on an annual basis at the target inflation rate of 2
percent. Corix proposes to split the labour costs between the biomass and natural gas plants within the CEP.41

40
41

Exhibit B-15-2, Section C, p. 16, Table 17.
Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 36.
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Maintenance
In the 2017 BMDEU CPCN application, all maintenance costs were forecast based on a percentage of capital and
were estimated at 1.5 percent of the total cost of the installed biomass equipment. Corix explains that the 2017
BMDEU CPCN cost estimates were inclusive of an average allowance of routine maintenance activities, normal
course operational repairs, and a modest allowance for future Replacement and Renewal. It notes that while
this approach may be appropriate for a CPCN application, continuing to use this approach would be inconsistent
with the principles surrounding fairness in rate design and intergenerational equity. Corix explains it reviewed all
maintenance cost estimates (including the biomass boiler, natural gas boiler, energy transfer station,
distribution piping system and building maintenance costs) and where appropriate refined the maintenance
estimates from those presented in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN application to be more reflective of the operational
requirements.42
With respect to energy transfer station Maintenance costs, distribution piping system Maintenance costs and
Building Maintenance costs, Corix notes that as O&M and Replacement and Renewal plans are finalized and
actual costs are tracked, Corix intends to produce future forecasts of these costs based on historical data and
the original equipment manufacturer’s equipment requirements.43
Utilities, Materials, Vehicles, Safety, Other
This cost category captures all other costs associated with operating the BMDEU. Corix bases its estimates on
historical data, escalated using the target inflation rate of 2 percent and then allocated to each utility based on
the output capacity of the BMDEU.44
Licensing (Permits)
This cost category captures all licensing and permitting costs associated with operating the BMDEU. Corix bases
its estimates on historical data, escalated using the target inflation rate of 2 percent and then allocated to each
utility based on the output capacity of the BMDEU.45
Chemical Treatment
This cost category captures costs related to treatment of the water contained in the district energy system’s
distribution piping system. Corix estimates the annual cost for chemical treatment and then escalates it annually
using the target inflation rate of 2 percent.46
Liability and Property Insurance
Corix forecasts these costs based on actual 2020 rates (liability insurance: $2.73 per $1,000 of revenue; and
property insurance: $0.170 per $100 of asset value), escalated annually by inflation from 2021 onwards.47
Land Lease Costs

42

Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 36.
Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 37.
44 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 38.
45 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 38.
46 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 38.
47 Exhibit B-15, p. 33.
43
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Corix notes it is required to pay an annual fee to SFU for the portion of the land on which the section of the CEP
that will be used to provide service to UniverCity is located. This portion of the land contains the natural gas
plant and a portion of the biomass plant. Corix forecasts that 39 percent of the land square footage will be used
to provide service to UniverCity at a rate of $3.00 for the first 10 years and then escalated annually by the
property tax escalator. The exact area and allocation percentage will be calculated following a final survey after
the infrastructure is built. The forecast annual fee was calculated using a methodology developed by SFU for the
use of SFU land by third parties.48
Franchise fees
The BCUC approved an annual franchise fee as part of the 2011 UniverCity CPCN revenue requirements when
rates for UniverCity were first implemented. The fee represents 3 percent of utility revenue payable to SFU Trust
for the use of the SFU rights of way within UniverCity. This fee does not apply to SFU and is directly assigned to
and recovered from UniverCity.49
Corporate Services
Corix explains that corporate services costs are shared costs incurred at the corporate level (CII) in order to
provide a wide variety of necessary services to all of the CII affiliates. CII forecasts these costs and then allocates
a portion of these costs to each of the utilities, including BMDEU. Corporate services provided to the affiliates
include:50
 corporate governance;
 strategic management;
 corporate finance and corporate accounting;
 tax, internal audit and treasury services;
 human resource management;
 information technology systems and governance;
 legal services;
 health, safety and environment services;
 communications and public relations; and
 oversight of administrative and support services to CII’s subsidiaries and their business units.
For 2021 onwards, UniverCity’s corporate services cost allocation is based on the methodology discussed below,
with an annual escalation based on the target inflation rate from 2023 onwards. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, a
portion of UniverCity’s 2020 corporate services cost allocation is proposed to be capitalized, with the remainder
expensed as an O&M cost. SFU’s share of the corporate services cost has been reduced to a level equal to that
presented to SFU at the time the TESA was executed ($42,087 for 2019). This annual figure has been prorated to
reflect operations commencing October 23, 2020 and escalated annually based on the target inflation rate. In
2020, corporate services cost allocations to SFU were lower than originally forecast at the time the TESA was
executed due to the CEP service commencement date being later than originally anticipated. Corix notes that
corporate services costs allocated to SFU that exceed the annual figures presented to SFU at the time the TESA

48

Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 38.
Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 38; Application for a CPCN for the Neighborhood Utility Service at UniverCity, Burnaby (2011 UniverCity
CPCN), Exhibit B-1, Section 3.7, p. 27.
50 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1.1, p. 20
49
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was executed are forecast to be borne by the shareholder and have not been reallocated to UniverCity
customers or any customers of other Corix utilities.51
A breakdown of the corporate services costs allocated to UniverCity and SFU for the Test Period is provided in
the table below.
Table 3: Corporate Services Costs Allocated to UniverCity and SFU52
Corporate Services
Costs
UniverCity
SFU
Total

Test Period
2020
60,222
7,155
67,377

2021
100,073
43,787
143,860

2022
104,765
44,663
149,428

2023
106,337
45,556
151,893

Regional Services
Regional services for BMDEU are provided by Corix’s Energy Services Canada Division and are associated with
the daily management of Corix’s Canadian district energy utilities and include, but are not limited to salaries,
office building rent, office building utilities expense, fleet vehicle expenses, travel and general office expenses.
UniverCity’s Regional Services Cost allocation is based on the methodology discussed below, with an annual
escalation based on the target inflation rate from 2023 onwards.53
The regional services costs allocated to SFU have been reduced to a level equal to that presented to SFU at the
time the TESA was executed, which represented a figure of $44,374 for 2019. This figure has been escalated
annually based on the target inflation rate. Like corporate services, in 2020 regional services cost allocations to
SFU were lower than originally forecast at the time the TESA was executed as the CEP service commencement
was later than originally estimated. Corix explains that the regional costs allocated to SFU that exceed the
annual figures presented to SFU at the time the TESA was executed are forecast to be borne by the shareholder
and have not been reallocated to UniverCity customers or any customers of other Corix utilities.54
A breakdown of the regional services costs allocated to UniverCity and SFU for the Test Period is provided in the
table below.
Table 4: Regional Services Costs Allocated to UniverCity and SFU55
Regional Services
Costs
UniverCity
SFU
Total

Test Period
2020
50,268
7,544
57,812

2021
143,143
46,167
189,310

2022
156,551
47,090
203,641

2023
176,224
48,032
224,255

51

Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1.1, p. 40.
BCUC prepared table based on data from Exhibit B-15-2, Section C, Table 18 and 19, pp. 17–18.
53 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1.2, p. 41; Exhibit B-15, Section 4.4 p. 34.
54 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1.2, p. 41; Exhibit B-15, Section 4.4 p. 34.
55 BCUC prepared table based on data from Exhibit B-15-2, Section C, Table 18 and 19, pp. 17–18.
52
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Allocation of O&M Costs
O&M costs are allocated to SFU and UniverCity using allocation principles that were included in the 2017
BMDEU CPCN application and approved by the BCUC.56 Corix continues to use this methodology except for
distribution piping system Maintenance, Corporate Service costs and Regional Service costs. The allocation
factors for each of the O&M costs are as follows:
Table 5: O&M Cost Allocation57

O&M COSTS

ALLOCATION
TYPE

Biomass Plant Operators

Shared

Natural Gas Plant Operators

Direct

Biomass Boiler Maintenance

Shared

Natural Gas Boiler Maintenance
Energy transfer station
Maintenance - UniverCity
Energy transfer station
Maintenance - SFU
Distribution piping system
Maintenance

ALLOCATION
PERCENTAGE
SFU
UNIVERCITY

ALLOCATOR

74.1
%
--

25.9%

Share of Biomass Capacity

100%

--

25.9%

Share of Biomass Capacity

Direct

74.1
%
--

100%

--

Direct

--

100%

--

Direct

100
%
10.5
%

--

--

89.5%

Number of distribution piping
system isolation valves

Shared

* Revised Allocation Methodology*

Building Maintenance

Shared

64%

36%

Utilities, Materials, Vehicles,
Safety, Other
Licensing (Permits)

Shared

48.7%
48.7%

CEP Output Capacity

Chemical Treatment

Shared

48.7%

CEP Output Capacity

Corporate Services

Direct

51.3
%
51.3
%
51.3
%
N/A

CEP and Fuel Bin Building Floor
Area
CEP Output Capacity

Shared

N/A

CAM Model
* Revised Allocation Methodology*

Regional Services

Direct

N/A

N/A

Composite Allocator
* Revised Allocation Methodology*

Liability Insurance

Shared

Property Insurance

Shared

Land Lease Costs
Franchise Fees

Changes Annually

Annual Revenue

53.3%

Direct

46.7
%
--

100%

Forecast Asset Value at full buildout
--

Direct

--

100%

--

The allocations methodologies for shared O&M costs are described below.

56
57

Exhibit B-1, Section 6, p. 35.
Exhibit B-15, Section 4.3, Table 18, p. 32.
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Biomass Plant Operators and Boiler Maintenance
Corix allocates the Biomass Plant Operators and Boiler Maintenance costs based on the customers’ share of
biomass capacity. As per the design specifications, the BMDEU biomass plant would provide 10 megawatt (MW)
out of the total 13.5 MW of biomass capacity to SFU.58 There is no change in the allocation methodology from
the 2017 BMDEU CPCN.
Distribution piping system Maintenance Costs
Corix proposes that shares distribution piping system maintenance costs be allocated using a new allocator.
Based on the 2017 BMDEU CPCN, distribution piping system maintenance costs for the natural gas portion of
the CEP are to be allocated 100 percent to UniverCity as these costs related to the operation of the
infrastructure that service UniverCity only. Similarly, SFU is allocated 100 percent of the operating costs related
to the campus connection which is for its sole benefit.59
Under the proposed methodology, distribution piping system maintenance costs are allocated to each customer
group based on the number of distribution piping system isolation valves for each customer group. Corix
explains that there are 17 isolation valves for UniverCity and 2 isolation valves for SFU. Therefore, Corix has
allocated 89.5 percent and 10.5 percent of the distribution piping system Maintenance costs to UniverCity and
SFU, respectively. Corix submits this approach has been reviewed by SFU and no opposition has been received.60
Building Maintenance
Consistent with the 2017 BMDEU CPCN, Building Maintenance is allocated based on the same allocation factor
used for Architectural Enhancements capital costs. However, the allocation percentages for building
maintenance have been revised. Corix proposes that the allocation factor be based on the CEP and Fuel Bin
building floor area use based on the revised building permit drawing package which included changes to the
floor area used to provide service to the two customer groups. Corix submits the allocation percentages for
Building Maintenance, are subject to a final review of the surveys by SFU and Corix and may be updated prior to
finalization and acceptance by SFU and Corix.61
Utilities, Licensing and Chemical Treatment
These shared costs are allocated based BMDEU’s output capacity designated for each customer group and
calculated by dividing SFU’s nominated capacity by the total output capacity of the CEP with the remainder
charged to UniverCity. Corix explains these costs change with the size of the facility or its installed capacity.62
The allocation methodology has remained the same as in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN. However, the allocation
percentages were updated for SFU and UniverCity from 45.9 percent to 51.3 percent and 54 percent to 48.7
percent respectively. Corix explains this update occurred as the CEP plant output capacity will be reduced from
21.9 MW to 19.5 MW, with the disposition of the temporary energy centre 1 boiler assets previously used to
serve UniverCity.63

58

Exhibit B-1, Section 4.2, 24.
2017 BM BMDEU CPCN Decision , section 4.1.4, pp. 32–35.
60 Exhibit B-15, Section 4.3, pp. 32–33.
61 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.2, p. 44; Exhibit B-15, Section 4.3 p. 33.
62 2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision, section 4.1.4, pp. 34-35; Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1, p. 38.
63 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.2, p. 45.
59
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Corporate Services
On December 24, 2020, the BCUC approved an updated methodology used to calculate and allocate corporate
services costs. Corporate services costs are now calculated in an external financial model for all CII utilities and
allocated to each utility independently using the updated Cost Allocation Methodology (CAM).64 The corporate
cost allocations for SFU and UniverCity are forecast based on the approved CAM.65 Since SFU and UniverCity
have a separate rate base and Revenue Requirement, the CAM allocation for each customer group is calculated
independently.66 The CAM uses the following allocators:67
(i)

Functional Allocators (Employee Headcount, Number of Customers, and Call volume by business unit)
where indirect costs can be allocated using an identified cost causation driver; and a

(ii)

Composite Allocator for indirect costs that do not have a direct correlation with any one particular cost
causation driver. This allocator comprises three equally weighted factors: Gross Revenue, Gross
Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE), and Headcount. The Composite Allocator was chosen to generally
reflect the size, scope, and complexity of each of the operating affiliates in the capital intensive and
labour-intensive nature of utility operations.

Corix explains that this methodology is based on the infrastructure investment built to serve each party.68
Regional Services
Consistent with cost causation principles, Corix directly assigns all regional services costs incurred for a specific
utility. Corix explains the remaining regional services costs are incurred for the benefit of several utilities and
since these shared costs are not directly assignable, Corix uses a regional cost allocation methodology that it
submits inherently produces a reasonable estimate of the portion of these shared costs that it incurs for the
provision of services to each utility receiving the benefits.69
The methodology used to calculate and allocate Regional Services has changed since the 2017 BMDEU CPCN and
uses the same composite allocator methodology (Gross Revenue, Gross PPE and Headcount) as the CAM.70
Liability and Property Insurance
Consistent with the 2017 BMDEU CPCN, Corix allocates property insurance based on each customer’s share of
the original costs of all capital assets and other insurance coverages are based on each customer group’s share
of billed revenues.71

64

Order G-349-20.
Exhibit B-15, p. 33.
66 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.2, p. 45.
67 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1.1, pp. 39–40.
68 2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision, section 4.1.4, Table 7, pp. 33–35.
69 Exhibit B-1, p. 41.
70 Exhibit B-1, Section 6.1.1, p. 40; Section 6.2, p. 45.
71 2017 BMDEU CPCN Decision, section 4.1.4, pp. 33–35.
65
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Positions of the Parties
SFU confirms that, based on its review of the Application, and the evidence filed during the proceeding, the final
proposed rates have been determined in accordance with the cost-of-service parameters, the cost allocation
and the rate design principles set out in the TESA.72
BCOAPO expresses concern with Corix’s proposal to incrementally increase the annual O&M costs by inflation73
and recommends that the forecast increases be capped at one percent under the inflation rate for each test
year.74 BCOAPO did not comment on the cost allocations.
In reply, Corix submits BCOAPO has not referenced any evidence in this proceeding to support its suggestion of
capping O&M. Corix submits that the impact of this proposed cap on the Revenue Requirements and rates was
not considered in this proceeding. Since BCOAPO’s position is not supported by the evidence and ignores the
impact of inflation to BMDEU’s operating costs, Corix notes BCOAPO’s suggestion to cap O&M is without merit
and must be dismissed as it would not lead to fair and reasonable rates.75

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the forecast O&M expenses set out in Table 2 provide a reasonable basis for determining the
Revenue Requirement for the Test Period. Given the lack of an operating history for the CEP, Corix’s forecast
O&M costs are appropriately based where possible on historical results, the cost assumptions that it presented
in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN and on other relevant updated information. The Panel considers that Corix’s
explanations and the analysis supporting the 2021 cost estimates provide an appropriate base for the Revenue
Requirements. Further, Corix’s approach to the Test Period O&M forecast is consistent with the TES rate setting
principles discussed above.
The Panel disagrees with BCOAPO’s recommendation related to reducing the proposed inflationary increases for
the 2022 and 2023 periods. The Panel instead agrees with Corix that there is no evidentiary basis to support
BCOAPO’s recommendation to cap forecast O&M costs at one percent. Further, given that Corix is accepting the
forecast risk as discussed above, the Panel considers the request for an inflationary increase reflects an
equitable balance of risk and cost between the utility and the ratepayer or generation of ratepayers. The Panel
also notes that SFU has no objection related to Corix’s O&M forecast.
The Panel also finds the O&M cost allocations to SFU and UniverCity are a fair apportionment of costs
amongst ratepayers. Corix uses allocation principles that were approved in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN, the BCUC
approved CAM and also updates the allocations based on more recent information when appropriate. The Panel
also notes that SFU considers the cost allocations to be consistent with the TESA.
The Panel recognizes that the forecast estimate for land lease costs was completed based on a best estimate of
the floor area and the exact area and allocation percentage will be calculated following a final survey. Further
Corix proposes to allocate building maintenance costs based on the CEP and Fuel Bin building floor area, which
like land lease costs, are forecast based on the current best estimate. The Panel finds establishing rates using
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SFU Final Argument, paragraph 10, p. 4.
BCOAPO Argument, p. 12.
74 BCOAPO Argument, p. 1.3.
75 Corix Reply Argument, paragraph 62, p. 13.
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the proposed estimates and allocation methodologies in the Application appropriate. However, the Panel
directs Corix to update the forecast costs to reflect the final floor areas and allocation percentages in the next
revenue requirements application.

2.3

Energy Costs

Energy costs are variable costs that include the costs for biomass fuel, electricity and natural gas. These costs are
driven by customer consumption and energy prices in the market and Corix submits that energy costs are
outside of the utility’s control.76 The CEP uses biomass fired boilers to supply baseload thermal energy to both
SFU and UniverCity and natural gas fired boilers to supply peaking and back-up thermal energy to UniverCity.77
Thus, biomass and electricity energy costs are allocated between SFU and UniverCity customers, whereas
natural gas energy costs are borne by UniverCity customers only.78 The forecast energy costs for the Test Period
are shown in the table below:
Table 6: Forecast Energy Costs79
Forecast Energy Cost

2020 (Actual)

2021

2022

2023

SFU Biomass
SFU Electricity

204,333
52,091

790,569
232,941

806,463
234,765

822,471
236,374

SFU Subtotal

256,424

1,023,509

1,041,229

1,058,846

UniverCity - Biomass
UniverCity – Natural Gas
UniverCity - Electricity

32,994
359,068
34,269

214,042
165,778
81,384

250,969
171,010
94,286

294,505
195,519
109,216

UniverCity Subtotal

426,332

461,204

516,265

599,240

Total Energy Costs

682,756

1,484,713

1,557,494

1,658,086

Corix also proposes that the energy costs for both SFU and UniverCity have forecast variance treatment to
eliminate forecast risk.80 Corix proposes to flow through actual energy costs to its customers using variance
mechanisms reviewed in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.1 below.
Since Corix is seeking BCUC approval of SFU’s Consumption Charges for the entire Test Period until 2023.SFU’s
Revenue Requirements used to set rates for SFU include the forecast energy costs in Table 6 above. For SFU,
Corix proposes that energy forecast variances will be handled through the process to set the SFU Rider 1
effective July 1, 2022 and July 1, 2023 as discussed further in Subsection 4.2.1. Thus, in this Section, the Panel
will review the reasonableness of SFU’s forecast energy costs for the Test Period.
For UniverCity, Corix is seeking BCUC approval of UniverCity’s 2021 Variable Energy Charge effective January 1,
2021. Corix proposes that the BCUC determine UniverCity’s Variable Energy Charge for 2022 and 2023 in
separate regulatory process reviewed in Subsection 3.1.3. Thus, based on Corix’s proposal, it is not necessary for
the Panel to approve UniverCity’s forecast energy costs for 2022 and 2023 in this Decision.

76

Exhibit B-1, pp. 49, 73.
Exhibit B-1, pp. 1-2 and Appendix D, Attachment I, TESA, p. 5.
78 Exhibit B-12-1, response to BCUC IR 31.1 and IR 34.3.
79 Exhibit B-15-2, p. 19, Table 21 (Data table extracted from Exhibit B-15-4).
80 Exhibit B-12-1, Response to BCUC IR 30.2.
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We review Corix’s relevant forecast energy cost forecasts for the Test Period below.

2.3.1 Biomass Fuel Costs
As indicated in the section above, the CEP’s biomass fired boilers supply baseload thermal energy to both SFU
and UniverCity. The biomass module was designed to have a 13.5 MW total output, where 10 MW would be
allocated to SFU and 3.5 MW allocated to UniverCity.81 Corix states that SFU’s energy requirements were
obtained from SFU district energy system’s (DES)82 operational data. SFU’s biomass baseload is 10 MW which is
the nominated capacity as per the TESA. As the 10 MW is a contractual obligation under the TESA, SFU pays for
10 MW even if the biomass demand is below 10 MW and its demand cannot exceed that amount.83 SFU’s annual
average energy demand is 43,787 MWh.84
UniverCity’s annual energy demand is met using both biomass and natural gas and is forecast by multiplying the
gross floor area for each building by an Energy Use Intensity (EUI), which varies by building type. UniverCity’s
total energy demand that will be met by biomass is calculated on an annual basis by subtracting SFU’s annual
biomass demand from the total biomass demand. The remainder of UniverCity’s total energy demand will be
met by the natural gas module in the CEP.85
After a competitive selection process, Corix selected Cloverdale Fuel Ltd. (Cloverdale Fuel) to be the biomass
supplier for the BMDEU.86 As part of the proceeding, Corix filed the Biomass Supply Contract on a confidential
basis to provide justification for the volumes and cost of biomass used to determine the Revenue
Requirements.87 Corix submits that BCUC approval of the Biomass Supply Contract is not required under the UCA
as section 71 of the UCA addresses the filing of energy supply contracts, with the term “energy” being defined as
natural gas and electricity only in section 68 of the UCA. Corix states that, through the review of its revenue
requirements, the BCUC will indirectly review aspects of the Biomass Supply Contract that informs the volumes
and cost for biomass supply to the BMDEU. Corix submits that BCUC determinations on the Biomass Supply
Contract itself are not warranted.88
Cloverdale Fuel is a dedicated biomass supplier to the BMDEU. The Biomass Supply Contract has a 5-year term
plus an option to renew for 5 years.89 The Biomass Supply Contract sets out a minimum quantity of biomass in
bone dry tonnes (BDT) to be delivered to the BMDEU over a 12-month period (take or pay)90 beginning with the
in-service date of the BMDEU. Corix explains the minimum quantity represents 73 percent of the total quantity
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required in 2021 to meet the forecast biomass energy demand. Corix anticipates that its biomass fuel
requirements will exceed the minimum quantity stated in the Biomass Supply Contract.91
Under the Biomass Supply Contract, the price of biomass for a portion of the SFU biomass fuel requirement is
fixed at a specified rate ($/BDT) that Corix requests to be kept confidential due to its commercially sensitive
nature. The remaining volume needed to satisfy SFU’s energy demand will be sourced as variable costs, in which
case the Risk Sharing Agreement will apply. The Risk Sharing Agreement was negotiated between SFU and Corix
in 2019 in lieu of the 10-year fixed contract originally anticipated for the BMDEU (see Section 5.1 for more
information on the Risk Sharing Agreement).92
Consistent with the TESA, biomass fuel costs are allocated to SFU and UniverCity based on their respective share
of biomass energy produced by the biomass boiler. The table below shows the percentage of biomass demand
between SFU and UniverCity:
Table 7: Percentage of Biomass Energy Demand (Amended Evidentiary Update) 93
Customer
SFU
UniverCity
Total

2020 (Actual)
85%
15%

2021
79%
21%

2022
76%
24%

2023
74%
26%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Positions of the Parties
SFU agrees with Corix that BCUC approval of the Biomass Supply Contract is not required. SFU notes that Corix is
seeking BCUC approval of the forecast revenue requirements and rates for SFU, including the biomass fuel costs
allocated to SFU and recovered through the SFU Consumption Charge. SFU submits that the forecast biomass
fuel costs are reasonable, and SFU confirms that these costs have been properly allocated to SFU in the
confidential financial model filed by Corix, consistent with the Risk Sharing Agreement and the TESA.94
BCOAPO did not comment on the Biomass Supply Contract or the biomass cost allocation.

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the forecast SFU biomass fuel costs set out in Table 6 provide a reasonable basis for
determining SFU’s Revenue Requirement for the Test Period. The Panel also finds the forecast UniverCity
biomass fuel costs reasonable for determining 2021 energy costs for the purpose setting the UniverCity
Variable Energy Charge for 2021, as discussed in Subsection 3.1.3. Corix’s forecast biomass costs are based on
forecast consumption and the pricing in the confidential Biomass Supply Contract, which was the outcome of a
competitive process. The Panel notes that Corix expects its forecast biomass requirement to exceed the
stipulated minimum quantity stated in the Biomass Supply Contract. The biomass energy costs are allocated to
SFU and UniverCity based on the terms in the approved TESA. The Panel’s consideration of the appropriateness
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of forecast variance treatment and the related recovery mechanisms for energy costs is in Sections 3.1.3 and
3.2.1.
The Panel agrees with Corix and SFU that BCUC approval of the Biomass Supply Contract is not required since
section 71 of the UCA applies only to electricity or natural gas energy supply contracts as defined in section 68 of
the UCA. However, the Panel consideration of the terms of the Biomass Supply Contract provide support for the
reasonableness of Corix’s forecast volumes and cost of biomass supply that form part of the Revenue
Requirements for the Test Period.
Corix’s request to hold the Biomass Supply Contract confidential is reviewed in Section 5.4.

2.3.2 Natural Gas Costs
Natural gas costs are based on forecast consumption, daily demand, and natural gas rates. The forecast of
natural gas consumption was determined based on the natural gas plant efficiency and the balance of the
energy demand that would not be supplied by the biomass plant within the CEP. Natural gas demand decreased
in 2021 compared to 2020 due to the CEP becoming operational and also Corix’s removal of three natural gas
boilers from its Temporary Energy Centre No. 1 in 2021.95 At full build-out, Corix forecasts that 77 percent of
UniverCity’s energy demand will be met by the biomass CEP, with the remaining 23 percent being met by the
natural gas plant.96 The natural gas boilers in the natural gas module were designed to provide peaking and
backup energy service to UniverCity customers, and thus, natural gas costs are allocated to UniverCity
customers only.97 The natural gas module has an output capacity of 8.3 MW.98 SFU manages and operates its
own SFU DES and maintains its own natural gas boiler capacity, which serve as peaking and backup energy for
the SFU Campus DES.99
For natural gas energy costs, Corix is a customer of FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI) and takes natural gas service under
the applicable FEI rate schedule. The cost of natural gas for UniverCity depends on FEI’s rates billed to Corix
based on its annual natural gas consumption and daily demand.100 To forecast the natural gas energy cost, Corix
has used FEI’s most recently approved natural gas rates in combination with the Sproule natural gas commodity
price forecast. Corix escalates the commodity portion of its natural gas cost as per the Sproule forecast and
other charges are escalated by 2 percent target inflation.101 Below is the detailed natural gas energy cost
forecast for the Test Period:
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Table 8: Updated Natural Gas Costs (Amended Evidentiary Update)102

For 2020, the Total Cost of Natural Gas – UniverCity only of $350,210 as shown above is a forecast in reference
to Corix’s IR No. 2 responses dated May 20, 2021.103 The summary table in Table 1 and Table 6 in this section for
2020 show the actual cost of $359,068, which is consistent with Corix’s financial model (Exhibit B-15-4) that was
submitted on May 28, 2021 for rate setting purposes.
As noted previously, Corix seeks BCUC approval of UniverCity’s 2021 Variable Energy Charge effective January 1,
2021 only. Therefore, based on Corix’s proposal, it is not necessary for the Panel to approve UniverCity’s
forecast natural gas costs for 2022 and 2023 in this Decision.

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the forecast natural gas costs for 2021 of $165,778 provide a reasonable basis for the purpose
of setting the UniverCity Variable Energy Charge for 2021, as discussed in Subsection 3.1.3. Corix’s forecast
natural gas costs are based on forecast consumption and the pricing is based on FEI rates. The Panel’s
consideration of the appropriateness of forecast variance treatment and the related recovery mechanisms for
energy costs is in Section 3.1.3.

2.3.3 Electricity Costs
Corix forecasts electricity costs using forecast consumption, peak load and electricity rates. Electricity is used to
power the biomass and natural gas modules. An independent engineering firm, TEMEC Engineering Group Ltd.,
forecasts Corix’s electricity consumption.104 The British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) supplies
electricity to Corix under the applicable rate schedule. Electricity rates were forecasted for 2020 through to 2023
based on the BC Hydro F2020 – F2021 Revenue Requirements Application.105
Below is the detailed electricity energy cost forecast for the Test Period:
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Table 9: Updated Electricity Costs (Amended Evidentiary Update)106

For 2020, the Total Cost of Electricity for SFU and UniverCity as shown in the table above of $71,116 and
$75,342, respectively, are forecasts in reference to Corix’s IR No. 2 responses dated May 20, 2021.107 The
summary table in Table 1 and Table 6 in this section for 2020 show the actual electricity costs for SFU and
UniverCity of $52,091 and $34,269, respectively, which are consistent with Corix’s financial model (Exhibit B-154) that was submitted on May 28, 2021 for rate setting purposes.

Positions of the Parties
SFU generally agreed with Corix’s forecasted thermal energy demand and electricity costs along with the
allocation.108 BCOAPO did not comment on electricity costs.

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the forecast SFU electricity costs set out in Table 9 provide a reasonable basis for determining
SFU’s Revenue Requirement for the Test Period. The Panel also finds the forecast UniverCity electricity costs
of $81,384 reasonable for determining 2021 energy costs for the purpose of setting the UniverCity Variable
Energy Charge for 2021, as discussed in Subsection 3.1.3. Corix’s forecast electricity costs are based on forecast
consumption developed by an independent engineering firm and the pricing is based on current and forecast BC
Hydro rates.

2.4

Capital Additions, Depreciation and Amortization

In this Subsection, the Panel reviews:


The capital costs associated with the construction of the CEP;



The build-out of UniverCity forecasted to occur during the Test Period;
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Corix’s proposals related to the Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC) and the
capitalization of corporate and regional services costs; and



The recovery of capital costs through the forecast depreciation and amortization amounts included in
the Revenue Requirements for the Test Period and Corix’s proposed depreciation rates.

Corix outlines that most of the capital costs were incurred by the end of 2020 and are associated with the CEP
project. The remaining capital costs are associated with the UniverCity build-out and include energy transfer
stations and distribution piping to connect each parcel to the BMDEU system. Corix’s forecast of total capital
costs at the BMDEU including an AFUDC, Contributions in Aid of Construction (CIAC) and the capitalization of
corporate and regional services costs are set out below.109
Table 10: BMDEU Total Capital Costs110

109
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Corix states that CEP capital costs are allocated to SFU and UniverCity in a manner consistent with the
methodology accepted by the BCUC in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN.111

2.4.1 CEP Capital Costs
A comparison of the total BMDEU capital cost to the forecast cost in the CPCN is set out below.
Table 11: BMDEU Total Capital Cost Comparison112

The above table shows the total BMDEU capital cost prior to adjustments for AFUDC and CIAC being $8,953,000
or 22.8 percent greater than forecast in the CPCN.113 Corix states it used a Class C cost estimate in the CPCN,
which has an accuracy range of +/- 15 to 25 percent.114
With respect to the 22.8 percent capital cost variance, Corix states that the primary reason for the cost overrun
is a 70 percent increase in Building and Site Preparation costs due to unforeseen underground conditions in the
CEP area.115 Corix explains that the unforeseen underground conditions were discovered primarily in a forested
area, which is part of the project site, and was not accessible during the pre-design geotechnical assessment.
Corix elaborates that these previously unidentified conditions were discovered during detailed geotechnical
assessments following the site clearing and resulted in more excavation and subsequent fill import, as well as
extra building wall reinforcement, increased foundation thickness and additional perimeter drainage.116
Corix states the CEP output capacity has been reduced from its initial forecast of 21.9 MW to 19.5 MW, with the
disposition of the Temporary Energy Centre No. 1 boiler assets previously used to serve UniverCity. Of the 19.5
MW total CEP output capacity, 10 MW is applicable to SFU and the remaining 9.5MW to UniverCity.117
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The CIACs relate to the CEP project and to the UniverCity build-out and are applicable to the UniverCity and SFU
customer groups. The actual, projected and forecast CIACs as compared to those provided in the 2017 BMDEU
CPCN are presented in the following table:118
Table 12: BMDEU Total CIAC119

5

UniverCity CIACs prior to the amount presented in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN application totaled $278,894.

UniverCity’s CIACs include a grant from BC Hydro and developer contributions applied against the UniverCity
distribution piping system.120
Pursuant to the TESA, SFU provided $4.75 million as a CIAC towards its share of the CEP. The application of SFU’s
CIAC reduces AFUDC on its portion of the CEP capital costs, as per the terms in the TESA.121 Corix incurred costs
of approximately $183,000 associated with the landscaping around the Biomass Plant which was reimbursed
solely by SFU. Corix has treated this reimbursement as a CIAC from SFU.122
Corix provides the final allocation percentages for the finalized CEP project costs based on the as-built building
surveys, as stipulated in the TESA.
Table 13: Updated CEP Capital Cost Allocation Percentages123

Positions of the Parties
BCOAPO considers that the evidence presented supports that the capital costs, including the cost overruns,
were prudently incurred.124
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While SFU did not provide any specific comments on the total CEP capital costs or capital additions, as noted
previously, it confirms that the final proposed rates have been determined in accordance with the cost-ofservice parameters, the cost allocation, and the rate design principles set out in the TESA.125

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the proposed capital additions provide a reasonable basis for determining the Test Period
Revenue Requirements, including the impact on financing costs and depreciation. Corix has provided sufficient
evidence to support the forecast capital additions, and the allocation of capital costs to SFU and UniverCity is
consistent with the methodology accepted by the BCUC in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN.
The Panel notes that the majority of capital additions for the Test Period relate to the construction of the CEP,
and these costs, including the 22.8 percent cost overrun compared to the CPCN cost estimate, have a significant
impact on the proposed rates. Although Corix received the BCUC’s approval of its CPCN before the project was
started, the BCUC must now ensure that Corix’s rates do not include recovery for imprudent capital additions. In
this proceeding, the Panel must evaluate the actual final CEP expenditures and consider if the costs were
prudently incurred. The Panel bases this assessment on information available to the utility at the time of the
CPCN decision without using the benefit of hindsight. Such capital costs would only be considered imprudently
incurred if they result from management decisions that were unreasonable in light of what was known or should
have been known at the time of the CPCN decision or if they were incurred due to imprudent project execution.
Consistent with the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines,126 Corix provided a Class C cost estimate in the CPCN proceeding,127
which has an accuracy range of +/- 15 to 25 percent. The amount of cost overrun falls within the accuracy range
of the cost estimate provided in the CPCN. Further, the evidence indicates the cost overrun was primarily driven
by costs to address then unforeseeable underground conditions in the CEP area and not because of ineffective
project execution. Accordingly, consistent with BCOAPO’s view, there are no reasonable grounds to displace the
burden that the costs were incurred prudently and therefore the Panel considers that a further prudency review
of the CEP costs is not warranted in the circumstances.
The Panel notes the variance in the actual, projected and forecast CIAC between that presented in the 2017
BMDEU CPCN and the Application for SFU and UniverCity. To assist with tracking the CIACs, the Panel directs
Corix to provide in the next RRA the actual, projected and forecast CIACs for UniverCity and SFU in a similar
format to that provided in Table 12 above and to include an explanation of variances from the 2017 BMDEU
CPCN and from the Application.

2.4.2 Allowance of Funds Used During Construction
Consistent with the 2017 BMDEU CPCN, Corix includes AFUDC on the CEP project only and excludes AFUDC on
capital associated with the UniverCity build-out. AFUDC is applied on a monthly basis to certain CEP
infrastructure components and their associated capital costs. Corix allocates the AFUDC between UniverCity and
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SFU based on the allocation factors for the capital costs for each component that attracts AFUDC. The AFUDC is
calculated using Corix’s weighted average cost of capital of 5.55 percent.128
The forecast AFUDC totals $2,101,264 compared to the 2017 BMDEU CPCN amount of $1,233,153. The primary
factors that led to the increase in the AFUDC were the delays caused by the required permitting processes, and
increased capital costs.129
Corix notes that the AFUDC calculation is prepared in alignment with TESA which includes the following
requirements:
(i)

the AFUDC is to be tracked by line item and only line items where AFUDC was approved in TESA as
well as the CPCN;

(ii)

subcomponents of the AFUDC group are then to be reduced by the SFU Campus CIAC when
received; and

(iii)

there exists a confidential collar risk sharing mechanism applicable to the line items which attract
AFUDC.130

Corix submits that to calculate AFUDC in the manner required to comply with the TESA warrants a monthly
calculation.131 It notes it is not aware of AFUDC calculations precedent set by the BCUC for other utilities
operating a similar facility with similar contractual obligations.132

Positions of the Parties
BCOAPO did not take a position on the methodology used to calculate AFUDC.
SFU disagrees that the TESA requires that AFUDC be compounded on a monthly basis. SFU notes the TESA
simply provides that:133
An allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC), calculated based on Corix’s allowed
return on rate base and on the amount and timing of the capital costs incurred by Corix and
included in rate base, will be capitalized and included in rate base. The AFUDC calculation will
have regard for the amount and timing of the contributions in aid of construction made by SFU,
net of any applicable taxes, as set out in Section 4.5 of the Thermal Energy Services Agreement.
In SFU’s view, this provision and none of the “three key constraints” cited by Corix require that AFUDC be
compounded monthly. SFU states it is also surprised that, according to Corix, there are no standard or generally
applied BCUC guidelines, methodologies or precedents regarding how utilities in British Columbia calculate
AFUDC.134
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SFU does not agree that monthly compounding of AFUDC is reasonable or necessary to compensate Corix for
the capital deployed by it during construction. Nevertheless, SFU is content with monthly compounding if this is
consistent with standard utility practice in British Columbia. If it is not, then SFU submits that Corix should be
directed to calculate AFUDC in a manner consistent with standard practice. If there are no such standards, then
SFU submits that it would be more reasonable to compound AFUDC on a semi-annual basis.135
In reply, Corix notes that given the complexity of the TESA and the requirements surrounding AFUDC, it
employed a tailored approach to calculating AFUDC.136 In order to meet the requirements listed above and carry
out the AFUDC calculations in accordance with the TESA, monthly calculations with monthly compounding were
used for AFUDC.137 Given that the TESA requires monthly AFUDC calculations and reductions to the cumulative
AFUDC in any month that a CIAC is received by SFU, Corix submits it is reasonable to employ monthly
compounding in this circumstance.138

Panel Determination
The Panel approves the proposed AFUDC additions associated with the CEP capital project. The Panel is
persuaded by Corix’s evidence that its calculation of the AFUDC aligns with the requirements of the TESA. Given
that the TESA states the calculation should be based on the amount and timing of the capital costs and reduced
by the amount and timing of the CIAC received from SFU, the Panel considers that a monthly calculation is
appropriate in these circumstances.
The Panel acknowledges SFU’s recommendation to calculate in a manner consistent with standard practice.
However, the BCUC does not have any published guidance on this issue. Therefore, the Panel’s approach is to
consider the specific circumstances of this case to determine the appropriate treatment.

2.4.3 Capitalization of Corporate and Regional Services Costs
Corix proposes to capitalize a portion of the corporate services costs and regional services costs allocated to
UniverCity and submits capitalization of such costs is common practice in the utility industry. Corix notes that
based on the terms and conditions of the TESA, it has not capitalized any portion of corporate services costs or
regional services costs allocated to SFU.139
In Corix’s view, a portion of the costs included in corporate services and regional services meet the capitalization
criteria. The criteria Corix used to determine whether overhead costs should be capitalized are summarized
below:140


When capital expenditures are incurred to:
o

Construct and develop property, plant, and equipment;

o

Renew and replace existing assets or key components, resulting in an extension to the service
life of these assets; or
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o


Improve services by adopting new technology or betterment of existing assets.

When it is not administratively feasible to directly charge every single cost of each corporate and
regional activity required to execute the capital project undertaken for the reasons indicated in item 1
above. Examples of these corporate and regional activities include, but are not limited to legal,
regulatory, finance, human resources, and procurement.

Based on these criteria, Corix proposes to capitalize 25 percent of corporate services costs and regional services
costs in 2020 and 10 percent of regional services costs from 2021 onwards for any year in which capital projects
occur.141 The proposed overhead capitalization rates and amounts are presented in the Corix prepared table
below:
Table 14: Overhead Capitalization Rates and Amounts (UniverCity Only) (Evidentiary Update) 142

According to Corix, this capitalization approach is appropriate because the CEP is at the beginning of its service
life and future capital costs are anticipated for the continuing build-out of the UniverCity system.143 Corix notes
that the 25 percent in 2020 reflects the amount of time and effort expended for the successful completion and
placement of service for the CEP. It submits that for the remaining years in the Test Period, there is no proposed
allocation of corporate services costs as it has not forecasted any significant capital project that would require
services from the corporate level. In 2021 through 2023, Corix proposes to apply a capitalization rate of 10
percent for Regional Services. It submits the 10 percent represents a reasonable portion of Regional Services
costs incurred as expansion of utility infrastructure and services continues, with the build-out of the UniverCity
development.144
The appropriate capitalization rate is based on a combination of management estimates regarding time spent on
capital projects and reliance on precedent set in past BCUC decisions as a check for reasonableness.145 Corix
explains it has not conducted a capitalization study because the cost of the study exceeds the amount Corix
proposes to capitalize, and that it also does not have an existing capitalization policy for Regional Services
Costs.146
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Positions of the Parties
Interveners did not raise any issues with Corix’s proposal to capitalize Corporate Services and Regional Services
for the UniverCity customer group.

Panel Determination
The Panel approves Corix’s proposed capitalized overhead rates for UniverCity for the Test Period. The Panel
finds the proposed rates reflect a reasonable basis for capitalization of corporate and regional services overhead
costs that are not directly charged to capital projects and notes that the BCUC has historically accepted similar
overhead capitalization policies for other utilities. The Panel agrees that the proposed capitalization rates are
reasonable for the Test Period given the completion of the CEP in 2020 and the continued buildout of UniverCity
for the remainder of the of the Test Period. However, given the high amount of expected capital activity in the
Test Period and the expected completion of the build-out of UniverCity by 2025, the Panel is not convinced this
policy should be approved for any subsequent test period. Accordingly, Corix is directed to address the
appropriateness of continuing this policy in its next Revenue Requirement Application.

2.4.4 Depreciation and Amortization Expense
Corix explains that it assigns the capital costs of the project to specific asset categories, and these asset
categories are depreciated on a straight-line basis at the proposed rates. A description of the capital costs
assigned to each asset category is as follows:147


Building – Capital costs assigned to the building asset category are: (i) Civil Works Items; and (ii)
Buildings and Foundations. These include, but are not limited to, the fuel bin building and truck
loading/offloading areas, the central energy plant building, site preparation and architectural
enhancements.



Biomass Plant – Capital costs assigned to the Biomass Plant asset category are associated with the
biomass module within the CEP.



Biomass Development – Capital costs assigned to the Biomass Development asset category are: (i)
Project Development; and (ii) Project Management costs.



Natural Gas Plant – Capital costs assigned to the Natural Gas Plant asset category are associated with
the natural gas plant within the CEP.



Distribution – Capital costs assigned to the Distribution asset category are distribution piping costs for
SFU and UniverCity.



Equipment – Capital costs assigned to the Equipment asset category are:
o
o

the interconnection and energy transfer station costs for the SFU Interface; and
the interconnection, connection line and energy transfer station costs associated with the
UniverCity Interface.

The asset categories and associated depreciation rates are consistent with the TESA and are presented below.148
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Table 15: Asset Categories and Associated Depreciation Rates149
ASSET CATEGORIES

DEPRECIATION RATES
(A)

Implied Useful Life
(1/A)150

Building

1.5%

66.6 years

Biomass Plant

3.0%

33.3 years

Biomass Development

3.0%

33.3 years

Natural Gas Plant

3.0%

33.3 years

Distribution

1.5%

66.6 years

Equipment

3.0%

33.3 years

All SFU utility plant costs and the corresponding depreciation expense relate to the construction of the biomass
CEP, Campus Connection and Campus energy transfer station, and the provision of thermal energy services to
SFU’s district energy system starting in 2020.151 Unlike SFU, Corix has been providing service to UniverCity
customers from temporary natural gas boilers prior to the construction of the CEP. UniverCity’s utility plant
costs, and the associated depreciation include the impact of the CEP in 2020. From 2020 through to 2024, the
utility plant costs include the capital additions associated with the build-out schedule for the UniverCity
neighbourhood. Further, as directed by Order G-220-19, Corix incorporated the removal of three condensing
boilers and associated equipment housed in Temporary Energy Centre No. 1 in 2021, thereby reducing
UniverCity’s plant in service by the projected value of the Temporary Energy Centre No. 1 at the time of
removal.152 Depreciation expense for the CEP is allocated to SFU and UniverCity based on the capital cost
allocation percentages set out in Table 13 - Updated CEP Capital Cost Allocation Percentages in Section 2.4.1.
Amortization expense relates to CIACs for the CEP project and to the UniverCity build-out.153 CIACs received
from SFU are amortized using the same rate as the depreciation rate for each respective asset category. The
$4.75 million CIAC contributed by SFU is applied to the Biomass Plant and has an amortization rate of 3 percent.
SFU’s re-imbursement for landscaping of approximately $183,000, which Corix recorded as a CIAC, is also
amortized at the rate of 3 percent.154 Corix also applies a 3 percent amortization rate to all CIACs applicable to
UniverCity.155
Based on the above depreciation rates, the annual depreciation and amortization expense for UniverCity and
SFU over the proposed Test Period are presented in the table below. The depreciation and amortization expense
for SFU is presented on an aggregate basis due to the impact of the confidential risk reward collar mechanism on
this total. The detailed depreciation and amortization expenses for SFU are provided in the confidential financial
model included with the Application.156
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Exhibit B-1, Section 8.1.3, Table 25, p. 54.
BCUC calculated Implied Useful Life by utilizing this formula - 1 divided by depreciation rate.
151 Exhibit B-1, Section 8.2.1, p. 56.
152 Exhibit B-1, Section 3.2, p. 19; Section 8.3.1, p. 58.
153 Exhibit B-1, Section 5.2, p. 26.
154 Exhibit B-15-2, Section A-1, p. 3.
155 Exhibit B-1, Section 8.1.3, p. 55.
156 Exhibit B-1, Section 8.2.3, p. 57.
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Table 16: UniverCity and SFU Depreciation & Amortization Expense ($)157
Depreciation & Amortization Expense

Test Period
2020

2021

2022

2023

35,714
28,012
-196,250
109,970
72,808
(55,071)
387,683

73,783
141,361
30,148
159,108
58,197
180,098
(60,506)
582,189

73,783
141,361
30,148
156,687
67,662
197,348
(79,804)
587,186

73,783
141,361
30,148
156,687
78,563
209,348
(93,910)
595,981

SFU
Subtotal Depreciation & Amortization

64,269

416,156

416,156

416,156

Total Depreciation & Amortization

451,952

998,345

1,003,342

1,012,137

UniverCity
Depreciation - Building
Depreciation - Biomass plant
Depreciation - Biomass development costs
Depreciation - Natural Gas Plant
Depreciation - Distribution
Depreciation - Equipment
Amortization - CIACs
Subtotal UniverCity Depreciation & Amortization

Positions of the Parties
Subject again to the comments on the AFUDC which are addressed above, SFU also takes no issue with
depreciation rates.158 BCOAPO did not comment on the forecast depreciation and amortization expense or the
proposed depreciation and amortization rates.

Panel Determination
Pursuant to section 56 of the UCA, the Panel approves the depreciation rates set out in Table 15. The
depreciation rates are consistent with the information reviewed in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN, are reflective of the
expected service lives of the capital assets, and the allocation of depreciation expense to the SFU and UniverCity
is appropriate. The Panel notes the interveners did not specifically comment on the rates.
The Panel finds the proposed amortization rates for the CIACs reasonable for the purpose of calculating the
amortization for the Test Period. The 3 percent rate used for the SFU and UniverCity CIACs is consistent with
the Biomass Plant depreciation rate.
Accordingly, the Panel finds the calculated depreciation and amortization expense set out in Table 16 provides
a reasonable basis for determining the Revenue Requirement for the Test Period.

2.5

Deemed Interest and Return on Equity

Corix forecasts deemed interest expense for the Test Period using a long-term deemed debt financing costs of
3.36 percent per annum.159 The deemed interest rate on debt financing is based on utility credit spreads for BBB
and BBB (low) rated debt and the 10-year Government of Canada bond yield, consistent with the approach
outlined for calculating a “default debt” rate for small TES utilities from BCUC’s GCOC Decision (Stage 1) and
subsequently confirmed in BCUC’s Stage 2 Decision in 2014.160
157

BCUC prepared table based on data from Exhibit B-15-2, Section C, Table 25, p. 21; Table 28, p. 23.
SFU Final Argument, p. 4.
159 Exhibit B-15-2, p. 19.
160 Exhibit B-15, p. 40; BCUC GCOC Stage 2 Decision, March 25, 2014, p. 123.
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Corix uses a deemed capital structure of 57.5 percent debt and 42.5 percent equity, and an equity risk premium
of 75 basis points over the benchmark low risk utility rate, in accordance with the BCUC’s determination
regarding the minimum default capital structure and equity risk premium for small TES utilities in the Generic
Cost of Capital Stage 2 proceeding.161
Further to Table 1 in Section 2.0, the table below shows the debt and equity financing in greater detail for SFU
and UniverCity the Test Period.
Table 17: Deemed Interest and Return on Equity of BMDEU162

On May 21, 2021, the BCUC established the scope for the 2021 Generic Cost of Capital (GCOC) proceeding,163
which among other things, will establish a methodology and process for the deemed capital structure, deemed
interest rate, and ROE. This proceeding may impact Corix in subsequent periods. The 2021 GCOC proceeding is
currently ongoing, and the long-term deemed debt financing cost is expected to be reviewed in stage 2 of that
proceeding.

Positions of the Parties
SFU acknowledges that the long-term deemed debt financing cost is 3.36 percent in accordance with TESA, and
Corix’s deemed capital structure of 57.5 percent debt and 42.5 percent equity, and a return on equity of 9.5
percent.
BCOAPO did not comment on the interest rate or ROE.

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the forecast deemed interest and ROE reasonable for setting rates for the Test Period. In
forecasting the interest and ROE amounts included in the Revenue Requirements, Corix applies the BCUC
approved deemed capital structure of 57.5 percent debt and 42.5 percent equity and the allowed ROE of 9.5
percent. Corix’s deemed interest calculation is consistent with an established BCUC approach and the rate
specified in the TESA.

161

Exhibit B-1, p. 53.
The BCUC created the table by compiling information found in Exhibit B-15-2, Section C, Table 24, p. 20, Table 25, p. 21; Table 27, p.
22; Table 28, p. 23; Exhibit B-12-1, response to BCUC IR 28.1.
163 BCUC Order G-156-21.
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2.6

Summary Determination on the Revenue Requirements

Based on the findings and determinations on the components of the forecast Revenue Requirement set out
above, the Panel finds the forecast Revenue Requirements set out in Table 1 reasonable for setting rates for
the Test Period. The forecast Revenue Requirements reasonably reflect Corix’s forecast cost of service and are
an appropriate basis on which to establish rates.

3.0

Rate Design
3.1

UniverCity Rate Design

In addition to maintaining the existing RDDA, Corix proposes to include a 4-month rate rider for 2020 and,
effective January 1, 2021, to flow-through energy costs for UniverCity customers. Corix’s proposal related to
energy costs results in the creation of a Variable Energy Charge to recover only UniverCity energy costs, and the
creation of an Energy Cost Reconciliation Account (ECRA) to capture the difference between actual energy costs
and revenue from the Variable Energy Charge. Corix submits this proposal enhances energy cost transparency
and sends the appropriate price signal to customers.164

3.1.1 UniverCity RDDA
In 2011, when Corix applied to the BCUC for a CPCN to construct and operate a district energy system for
UniverCity, it anticipated the build-out of the development would occur over a nine-year period and that some
of the largest capital requirements would be required well in advance of the date when sufficient volumes
would exist to recover the costs on an economical basis. As a result, Corix proposed to implement a levelized
rate structure to reduce the cost to customers in the early stages of the project and to fairly distribute the costs
to all customers over a 20-year period.165
As noted previously, when the BCUC approved establishment of the RDDA in the 2011 UniverCity CPCN, it was
intended to capture the revenue requirement variances under a 20-year levelized rate approach which was
scheduled to dissolve by the end of 2031. In that decision, Corix was directed to file a report annually showing
the calculation and balance of the revenue deferral account.166 The BCUC found that while it is not uncommon
to permit “Greenfield” start‐up utilities to charge levelized rates, it is imperative that rates being charged to
customers fairly represent the type of service being offered, in this case being a thermal energy service supplied
by temporary natural gas boilers.167
Corix explains that the levelized rate structure results in the annual revenue requirements being higher than the
revenue collected in the early years, thereby causing a revenue deficit which is added to the RDDA. In the later
years, Corix states, customers will repay the RDDA balance once there are annual revenue surpluses. The RDDA
allows for smoothing of customers rates while ensuring that the utility has an opportunity to earn its fair rate of
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Exhibit B-1, p. 2.
Application for a CPCN for the Neighborhood Utility Service at UniverCity, Burnaby (2011 UniverCity CPCN), Exhibit B-11, Section 3.8,
p. 27.
166 2011 UniverCity CPCN Decision, directive 3 and 4; Exhibit B-1, Section 9.5, p. 69.
167 2011 UniverCity CPCN Decision, Section 6.2.5, p. 49.
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return. Corix submits that without a levelized rate approach and if rates were set annually, customers would be
paying much higher rates during the build-out period.168
In Corix’s view, during the early years, when there is a deficit balance in the RDDA, which represents costs
incurred by Corix but not yet recovered, there is a risk of cost recovery for a greenfield utility where build-out
has not yet been achieved. If a large balance is accumulated in the RDDA and build-out halts, there is the
possibility that the balance in the RDDA will become unrecoverable without excessive rate increases. If this
situation were to arise, Corix submits it could risk being unable to recover its costs.169
In 2016, the BCUC approved170 the continued use of the RDDA for UniverCity and reduced the target recovery
period from 20 years to 15 years based on the updated information available at that time but made no change
to the basis of recognition of the RDDA variances that were subject to recovery.171
Prior to its proposed changes to the treatment of energy costs discussed in Subsection 3.1.3, Corix notes that in
the existing rate design has the fuel costs bundled with all other costs of the utility, and accordingly all forecast
cost variances are captured in the RDDA.172 In the existing mechanism, if there is a shortfall in a particular year
where the revenues collected are less than the costs (including fuel costs) for the utility in the year, the
difference is recognized in the RDDA.173
Corix submits that deferral treatment of O&M costs remains appropriate since 2021 will be the first full year of
operating the new biomass facility, the build-out at UniverCity is still not yet complete, and the rate levelization
plan has not reached its conclusion. Corix elaborates that the biomass facility is a major infrastructure
investment that requires time to optimize and stabilize operations.174 Corix notes that if O&M variances are not
captured in the RDDA, then any forecast variances in O&M costs would be borne by the utility shareholder. The
variance may be positive (actual costs higher than test year) or negative (actual costs may be lower than test
year). Corix submits that if this was the case, the utility shareholder would be faced with potentially higher
risk.175
The following table provides the UniverCity Revenue Requirement components subject to deferral account
treatment and the amounts recorded in each of the deferral accounts.
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Exhibit B-20, BCOAPO IR 13.1.
Exhibit B-20, BCOAOPO IR 10.5.
170 By Orders G-215-15 and G-48-16A.
171 Exhibit B-20, BCOAPO IR 13.3.1.
172 Exhibit B-18, BCUC IR 51.4; Exhibit B-20, BCOAPO IR 13.3.1.
173 Exhibit B-20, BCOAPO IR 13.3.1.
174 Exhibit B-18, BCUC IR 51.3.
175 Exhibit B-18, BCUC IR 51.5.
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Table 18: UniverCity Revenue Requirement Components and Deferral Account Applicability176

* Corix does not accrue Corporate or Regional Allocations above the approved amounts.
In Corix’s view, the purpose of the UniverCity RDDA is to allow for a rate levelization plan which is typically used
for greenfield utilities with a customer base that is scheduled to build-out over time.177 Corix notes that unlike
UniverCity, forecast variance treatment is not applied to SFU for O&M costs because SFU and Corix have a
negotiated TESA which was reviewed and approved by the BCUC.178 Corix explains that SFU’s rates are designed
to recover its annual cost of service from the first year of service but UniverCity customer rates are not set to
recover its annual cost to provide service due to the greenfield nature of the development and the ongoing
build-out of the neighbourhood.179
Since Corix requests approval of rates to the end of 2023, the RDDA will still have an outstanding balance at that
time. Corix states it intends to file a subsequent rate application to address customer rates from 2024 onwards,
which would take into consideration the RDDA balance at December 31, 2023.180
The RDDA balance is $2.7M as of December 31, 2019 and is forecast to increase to $5.9 million by the end of the
Test Period, as set out below.181
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Exhibit B-12-1, BCUC IR 30.1.
Exhibit B-12-1, BCUC IR 30.2.
178 Exhibit B-18, BCUC IR 51.2.
179 Exhibit B-18, BCUC IR 51.1.
180 Exhibit B-12-1. BCUC IR 35.1.
181 Exhibit B-1, Section 9.5, pp. 69–70.
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Table 19: RDDA Balance182

Based on the Amended Evidentiary Update, Corix forecast that the first year in which a revenue surplus is
anticipated is 2025 with recovery by 2031, as illustrated below.
Figure 1: UniverCity RDDA Closing Balance (Amended Evidentiary Update)183

Corix summarizes its position that the RDDA should continue to function in the same manner as previously
approved, as follows:

182
183

Exhibit B-18, BCUC IR 53.1.
Exhibit B-15-2, Chart1, p. 26.
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UniverCity’s build-out continues to progress but build-out is not yet complete. From 2021 through to
2024, 45 percent of the total forecast floor area and 43 percent of the forecast total annual energy
demand remains to be connected;



The significant investment in a low-carbon energy supply infrastructure, existing deficit balance in the
RDDA, and revenue from UniverCity depends on this build-out. Corix states that if it were to be directed
to remove deferral treatment of O&M costs from the RDDA during the Test Period, the utility
shareholder would be faced with potentially higher risk than previously contemplated, which would
require a re-evaluation of the applicable equity risk premium used to calculate this utility’s return on
equity;



Without the use of an RDDA, the initial customers would be burdened with unjust and unreasonably
high costs that also lead to intergenerational inequity as customers that connect at a later time would
benefit from the system at a lower cost than the initial customers. Corix submits the lack of an RDDA
would discourage investment into new utility infrastructure, work to reduce competition in the market,
and in the case of the BMDEU, would result in a barrier to switching to a feasible low-carbon energy
source;



Even with the RDDA, Corix submits it is incentivized to contain costs because district energy systems are
not natural monopolies like large natural gas and electric systems where costs are typically postage
stamped and the risks and costs are paid by captive customers with no other feasible options. District
energy systems are stand-alone energy systems where competition for owning and operating a new TES
instills market discipline. To be awarded new greenfield energy systems and/or to add new buildings to
an existing energy system utility, successful operators must demonstrate past technical expertise and
cost containment. District energy utilities must therefore strive to maintain efficient operations and
contain costs.

Given the above, Corix submits there should be no changes to the function and operation of the existing RDDA
other than the removal of energy costs and Variable Charge revenue as proposed by Corix through the request
to flow-through energy costs to UniverCity ratepayers.184

Positions of the Parties
Interveners were silent on the cost components and variances subject to recovery in UniverCity’s RDDA.
BCOAPO notes that the RDDA was originally approved to allow large capital expenditures to be levelized in rates
over 15 years. With the new CEP project in place, BCOAPO submits that the RDDA should be extended to allow a
full 15-year levelization period (at a minimum) to mitigate the impacts on residential customers, rather than
over the 10 or 11 years remaining since the BCUC determined the amount should be recovered over 15 years.
BCOAPO notes a 20-year levelization period was originally implemented in 2011.185
In Reply, Corix states it is not seeking any recovery of the RDDA at this time. Corix reiterates that based on the
forecast costs and revenue it anticipates that the RDDA balance will be fully recovered by the end of 2031. Corix
submits currently approved levelization period was developed based on forecast costs and revenues associated
with the two temporary energy centres that have now been replaced by the CEP. Since this Test Period is until
184
185

Corix Final Argument, pp. 9–10.
BCOAPO Final Argument, p. 10.
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the end of 2023, Corix will have the opportunity to operate the new CEP and make any adjustments to the
levelization period in the future.186

Panel Determination
A key issue in this proceeding is whether it continues to be appropriate for Corix to have forecast variance
treatment through the RDDA for all Test Period forecast revenue and Revenue Requirement costs.
In several recent TES RRA decisions (discussed below), the BCUC has found that setting rates based on actual
results or capturing actual revenues and costs in an RDDA for future recovery in rates is not consistent with the
following BCUC’s TES rate-setting principles:


Rates should provide an equitable balance of risk and cost (such as forecast load and cost risk) between
the utility and ratepayers or generation of ratepayers;



Rates should be set to use the least deferral mechanisms possible; and



The ability of the utility to pass controllable costs onto ratepayers should be restricted.187

As noted in the discussion on the regulatory framework, a traditional COS ratemaking approach links rates to
recovery of the operating and capital costs based on forecast revenue and cost components except for those
revenue and cost components that are outside a utility’s control or are subject to a high degree of forecast
uncertainty. This approach is consistent with a recent decision in which the BCUC determined it is not
appropriate to set utility rates on actual results:
In general, the Panel does not agree that it is appropriate to set utility rates based on hindsight,
using actual results. The Panel agrees with the CEC [Commercial Energy Consumers Association
of British Columbia] that it is not appropriate for a utility to present rates on a “backwards
looking basis”. Rates should be set prospectively based on a reasonable forecast of revenue
requirement items, and the utility should be held accountable for its forecast with the exception
of those revenue requirement items that the regulator approves as being appropriate for
deferral treatment because the items are outside the control of management or are subject to a
high degree of forecast uncertainty. If rates are set based on actual results, there is no incentive
for a utility to operate efficiently since it is effectively guaranteed its allowed rate of return. This
is contrary to the regulatory compact under which a utility is afforded a reasonable opportunity
to earn a fair return on its invested capital. [emphasis in original]188
While the Panel endorses these views, it considers that there are specific circumstances for the BMDEU and the
UniverCity customer group that warrant the continuation of forecast variance treatment. Our consideration
includes the following:


2021 will be the first full year of operating the new biomass facility by Corix and the Test Period will
provide time for Corix to optimize and stabilize operations;
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Corix Reply, p. 9
Shannon Estates Utility Ltd. Levelized Rate Application Decision and Order G-36-21.
188 Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. 2019-2020 Revenue Requirements Application for the Core Steam System and Northeast
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The amount of remaining build-out of UniverCity represents 43 percent of the forecasted total
annual energy demand to be connected to the system. Since Corix is not the developer, the forecast
demand to be added during the Test Period remains uncertain and outside of Corix’s control. Any
delays during the Test Period will impact revenue, depreciation and amortization, interest and ROE
estimates;



Energy costs are variable costs 189 and are proposed to be treated on a flow-though basis. As noted
in Subsection 3.1.3, these costs are outside Corix’s control and are subject to forecast uncertainty;
and



For the Test Period, there is a degree of incentive for Corix to be efficient and control costs given
that BMDEU is a greenfield operation operating in a non-natural monopoly environment and it
needs to remain attractive to the load still to be added to the system both during the Test Period
and beyond. As Corix points out, a large RDDA balance and a halt in customer additions could result
in an RDDA that becomes unrecoverable without excessive customer rate increases, thereby adding
risk to the recovery of Corix’s assets.190

In considering the appropriate treatment for O&M costs, Corix states that O&M costs for the BMDEU are
comprised of fixed costs.191 While the Panel acknowledges there is some uncertainty due to the recent
commencement of operations of the CEP, the fixed nature of these costs should result in less variance from
forecast and provide Corix with a reasonable degree of control over such costs. Further, the majority of O&M
costs that may be subject to some degree of forecast uncertainty are shared with SFU. The Panel notes the TESA
does not provide for forecast variance treatment for SFU’s share of these O&M costs. Rather, Corix states that
an unforeseen situation could arise during the Test Period that may necessitate an application for rate changes
before the end of the Test Period to adjust SFU’s Capacity Charge only.192 Unless Corix brings forward such an
application, any other forecast risk for SFU’s share of O&M costs is borne by Corix’s shareholder.
In contrast, UniverCity’s share of forecast O&M cost variances is proposed to be adjusted to actuals through the
RDDA. Therefore, by design, an adjustment to UniverCity rates would not be required for Corix to recover such
an unforeseen event because Corix proposes the variance be adjusted through the RDDA. The Panel considers
this treatment to be unduly discriminatory for the UniverCity customer group since it could result in UniverCity
customers paying more than SFU for the same service. The Panel also notes that Corix has updated the 2020
Revenue Requirement items for UniverCity costs to reflect actual figures and include the October 23, 2020
service commencement date of the biomass CEP. If Corix experiences significant unforeseen and noncontrollable forecast variances in 2021 to 2023, it can file an application for approval to recover such amounts
from both UniverCity customers and SFU.
With respect to Corix’s argument that without forecast variance treatment there is a change in risk profile that
may require a re-evaluation of the equity risk premium used to calculate its ROE, the Panel considers this to be
an oversimplification. The Panel notes that Corix indicates it receives the same return as other Stream B TES’s.193
Further, not all TESs have been approved for full variance treatment of all revenue and revenue requirement
items. The extent to which these differences alter the risk profile among TES’s and the impact this has on the
189
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allowed ROE is a matter that the Panel recommends be explored in the BCUC GCOC proceeding that is currently
underway.
Given the above, the Panel directs that, commencing in 2021 and for the remainder of the Test Period, the
function and operation of the existing RDDA be changed to exclude recognition of O&M forecast variances
and to reflect the proposed treatment of energy costs and Variable Charge revenue as discussed Subsection
3.1.3. Consistent with the TES rate setting principles, the removal of O&M from forecast variance treatment
reflects an equitable balance of risk and cost between Corix and its ratepayers, reduces the amount of costs
subject to the RDDA deferral mechanism and holds Corix accountable for costs that are reasonably fixed and
controllable.
Regarding the continuation of variance treatment for other elements of the UniverCity’s Revenue Requirements
and forecast revenue, the Panel agrees these items remain outside of Corix’s control or are subject to significant
forecast uncertainty for the Test Period. However, during the Test Period the UniverCity build-out is expected to
be closer to completion and there will be actual operating data of the CEP. To facilitate the BCUC’s
determination of the appropriate treatment of future forecast variances, Corix is directed to include the
following information in its next revenue requirement application:


Provide an update to Corix’s forecast risk including consideration of UniverCity’s build out schedule and
actual operational data of the CEP;



Identify, with rationale and reference to the BCUC Regulatory Account Filing Checklist and the TES rate
setting principles, the revenue requirement line items for UniverCity that Corix proposes to continue to
have forecast variance treatment; and



Compare Corix’s proposed forecast variance treatment to the BCUC approved variance treatment for
other TES utilities (e.g. River District Energy, Shannon Estates Utility Ltd. and Creative Energy Vancouver
Platforms Inc.).

The Panel acknowledges BCOAPO’s concerns regarding the length of the levelization period. However, Corix is
not proposing to commence recovery of the RDDA during the Test Period. Given the delay in the build-out of
UniverCity and since the completion of the CEP has only occurred during the Test Period, the Panel agrees that it
is premature to address the recovery of the RDDA at this time. Obtaining an understanding of the actual
operating results of the CEP and an updated outlook for the completion of the UniverCity development will help
inform the BCUC’s determination on an appropriate levelization period and levelized rates in the future.
However, the Panel is concerned with the projected value of the RDDA (approximately $6 million at the end of
the Test Period) and the impact this balance will have on future rates. Accordingly, Corix is directed to address
the recovery of the RDDA and levelized rates for UniverCity in its next revenue requirement application.

3.1.2 Proposed 2020 4-Month Rate Rider
As noted previously, the Test Period covers the rates for UniverCity for the period September 1, 2020 to
December 31, 2023. Corix does not propose any change to the existing approved UniverCity rates for 2020.194
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Instead, it proposes a 4-month rate rider of $0.2748/m2 per Month as a charge. Corix submits this proposed rate
rider is designed to:


Smooth out the impact of the CEP going into service Sep 1, 2020;



Reduce the existing deficit in the RDDA;



Transition UniverCity customers to flow through energy costs with a Variable Energy Charge; and



Limit the annual 2020 bill impact to less than 10 percent.195

To calculate the 4-month Rate Rider, Corix stated that the revenue target was $117,600. Corix proposes to
record revenue associated with the 4-month rate rider in the RDDA.196
Interveners did not comment on the 2020 4-month rate rider for UniverCity.

Panel Determination
The Panel approves the proposed 2020 4-month rate rider of $0.2748/m2 on a permanent basis. Given that the
CEP commenced operation on October 23, 2020, an increase in rates is warranted to commence recovering the
increase in the cost of service for the four-month period ending December 31, 2020. In the Panel’s view, Corix’s
proposal is easy for customers to understand and provides some rate stability by smoothing increases that arise
due to increases in the cost of service as well as the impacts of rate design changes.

3.1.3 Proposal to Flow-through UniverCity Energy Costs
Variable Energy Charge
The Variable Energy Charge is proposed to recover only energy costs, while all other costs would be recovered
through the existing Basic Charge. Corix outlines that its proposal to flow-through UniverCity energy costs
(biomass, natural gas and electricity) would be accomplished by:


Establishing the proposed Variable Energy Charge and the associated ECRA;



Using the ECRA to capture actual energy costs and revenues from the Variable Energy Charge; and



Amortizing the balance in the ECRA annually over next 12 months, consistent with BCUC approvals for
other utility energy costs.

Corix submits that the proposals for a Variable Energy Charge and an ECRA to flow-through energy costs are just,
reasonable and result in fair rates for UniverCity customers as follows:

195
196



Energy costs are variable costs that are impacted by energy prices in the market and customer
consumption and are therefore outside of Corix’s control.



Flow-through energy costs increase price transparency and improves the price signals that customers
receive, when compared to the existing rate structure whereby a portion of fixed costs is recovered
through the Variable Rate and the revenue from the Variable Rate is captured through the RDDA.



UniverCity’s annual energy costs are material and range from 15 percent to 17 percent of the forecast
total revenue requirement from 2021 to 2023 inclusive.

Exhibit B-12-1, response to BCUC IR 37.1.
Exhibit B-18, response to BCUC IR 52.3.
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The BCUC has approved the flow-through of energy costs for SFU under the TESA and Corix’s proposal
for UniverCity in this Application better aligns cost recovery for UniverCity customers with the approach
approved for SFU and is consistent with the BCUC’s approval of rates for other TESs.197

The BCUC approved the proposed 2021 Variable Energy Rate on an interim basis.198 Corix proposes that the
BCUC determine UniverCity’s Variable Energy Charge for 2022 and 2023 in a separate regulatory process
discussed further below. Thus, based on Corix’s proposal, it is not necessary for the Panel to approve
UniverCity’s forecast energy costs for 2022 and 2023.
Corix provides an assessment of its proposed rate design using the Bonbright rate design principles as follows.
Table 20: Assessment of Existing and Proposed UniverCity Rate Design199

Proposed Energy Costs Flowthrough Mechanism
Corix proposes an ECRA for UniverCity customers to record the difference between actual energy costs and the
revenue collected through the proposed Variable Energy Charge. The ECRA was approved by the BCUC on an
197
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interim basis, effective January 1, 2021 and Corix requests permanent approval of the ECRA. The ECRA records
the energy costs for UniverCity including biomass, electricity and natural gas costs, as well as the Variable Energy
Charge revenue, starting on January 1, 2021.200 Corix explains that at this time the ECRA is proposed to be a nonrate base, flow-through account that does not attract financing costs. However, Corix indicates that it may apply
to the BCUC for approval of financing costs to be applied to the ECRA based on information available at a later
time.201
In terms of the rate setting mechanism and the process for future rate changes, Corix proposes to establish a
Variable Energy Charge Rate Setting Mechanism for UniverCity’s Variable Energy Charge, based on Trigger Ratios
of 0.95 and 1.05, which equate to a ±5 percent dead-band range for the ECRA Ratio. The ECRA Ratio is defined
below:

If the ECRA Ratio is between 0.95 and 1.05 (i.e. 0.95 ≤ ECRA Ratio ≤ 1.05) then the Variable Energy Charge will
remain unchanged. If the ECRA ratio is outside the dead-band range, then Corix would request a Variable Energy
Charge rate change that would result in a 12-month amortization of the ECRA balance.202
Corix proposes to submit a compliance filing by no later than March 1 of each year that provides the ECRA yearend balance, the forecast energy costs, the forecast revenue at existing rates and, if required, a Variable Energy
Charge rate change request effective April 1 with the aim of amortizing the ECRA balance within 12 months.203
The first filing would occur no later than March 1, 2022.204Corix requests permanent approval of the ECRA for
UniverCity. The ECRA was approved by the BCUC on an interim basis, effective January 1, 2021.
Commencing in 2022, Corix proposes to amortize the balance in the UniverCity ECRA over a 1-year period in an
effort to minimize the possibility of large balances in the ECRA, consistent with the length of time outlined in
BCUC’s Guidelines for Setting Gas Cost Recovery Rates outlined in BCUC letter L-5-01, which apply to natural gas
utilities. Even though BMDEU is not a natural gas utility, Corix considers the 1-year amortization period
reasonable in normal circumstances.205
Corix notes that the proposed approach for energy costs treatment in UniverCity is consistent with the approach
approved by the BCUC in 2019 for Dockside Green Energy Utility in Order G-248-19.206

Positions of the Parties
BCOAPO submits it supports the creation of a deferral mechanism to capture differences in price and volume
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variances related to pass-through energy costs as this is common practice in natural gas utility rate setting.
BCOAPO notes that Corix’s key argument to justify the appropriateness of an ECRA is the delay in the build-out
of UniverCity which BCOAPO considers it to be a weak argument. However, BCOAPO argues there are sufficient
alternatives grounds upon which to find the severance of the energy-related costs from the RDDA is appropriate
and recommends the establishment of a threshold by which Corix seeks future rate changes.207
In reply, Corix states BCOAPO’s recommendation has not been thoroughly tested in evidence and results in
more regulatory process which would increase regulatory and administrative costs to be recovered from
customers at BMDEU. If these incremental costs are captured by the UniverCity RDDA, there would
also be an increase to the anticipated RDDA financing costs.208

Panel Determination
For the Test Period, the Panel approves Corix’s proposed UniverCity rate structure consisting of a Variable
Energy Charge to flow-through and recover all energy costs, with the balance of the Revenue Requirement
(excluding energy costs and subject to the amounts added to the RDDA under the levelized rate structure) to
be recovered through the existing Basic Charge. The Panel also approves:


Establishment of the ECRA on a permanent basis, to capture actual energy costs and revenues from
the Variable Energy Charge;



The annual Variable Energy Charge Rate Setting Mechanism for UniverCity’s variable energy costs; and



A 12-month amortization period for balances in the ECRA, unless otherwise determined by the BCUC.

Corix’s proposal maintains an appropriate price signal for ratepayers, aligns variable costs with the variable
component of the rates and improves integrational equity among ratepayers by ensuring that existing
ratepayers pay for energy consumed rather than adding such amounts to the RDDA. The flow through of energy
costs also provides an equitable balance of risk between Corix and UniverCity ratepayers since energy costs are
largely outside of Corix’s control. The Panel also agrees with Corix that this rate design is transparent and
understandable for customers/ratepayers.
Regarding the annual process to set the Variable Energy Charge, the Panel does not agree with BCOAPO’s
recommendation to establish thresholds for future rate changes. In the Panel’s view, Corix’s proposed rate
setting mechanism is simple, efficient, and consistent with other BCUC proceedings to approve flow-through
energy costs. Further, if the amount that accumulates in the ECRA has a minimal impact on the existing
approved Variable Energy Rate, Corix can apply for no change in the rate in the annual rate setting proceeding.

3.2

SFU Deferral Mechanisms

Corix’s rate design for SFU comprises a Capacity Charge, a Consumption Charge, and an Availability Charge,
consistent with the approved TESA. For the Test Period, Corix proposes the establishment of two rate riders for
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SFU to facilitate the amortization of the balances in the previously approved Fuel Cost Deferral Account and
Property Tax Deferral Account for SFU.209

3.2.1 SFU Fuel Cost Deferral Account and Rate Rider
The SFU Fuel Cost Deferral Account was established as part of Corix’s CPCN Application and captures the
difference between the forecast and actual biomass and electricity costs incurred by Corix for biomass and
electricity, with the recovery or refund of any such differences in future periods through adjustments to SFU’s
capacity charge.210
Corix proposes to recover/refund the balance in Fuel Cost Deferral Account through a rate rider using a 12month amortization period. The rate rider would be calculated and charged using the same units as the Capacity
Charge ($/MW of Nominated Capacity/Month). Corix submits the Capacity Charge units are most appropriate
since the TESA does not permit adjustments to the Availability Charge, and the Capacity Charge ensures
recovery/refund within the proposed 12-month period.211
Additionally, Corix states that by no later than April 30, 2022, Corix would submit its BMDEU Annual Report to
the BCUC, which would include the 2021 year-end balance for the Fuel Cost Deferral Account. By no later than
June 1, 2022, Corix would submit a compliance filing with the BCUC with:
(i) Information on the 2021 year-end balance of the deferral account, consistent with the information
presented in the annual report;
(ii) A request for an approval of the associated rate riders effective July 1, 2022, until June 30, 2023; and
(iii) All relevant supporting information.212

Positions of the Parties
SFU acknowledged Corix’s utilization of the SFU Fuel Cost Deferral Account.213 BCOAPO did not comment on
SFU’s Fuel Cost Deferral Account Rate Rider.

Panel Determination
For 2022 and 2023, the Panel approves Corix’s proposed rate structure for the SFU Fuel Cost Deferral Account
Rate Rider and Corix must use a 12 month amortization period for any balances in the deferral account. In the
Panel’s view, Corix’s proposed rate rider and rate setting mechanism are simple, efficient, and consistent with
other BCUC proceedings to approve flow-through rate riders. The Panel notes that the interveners do not object
to this proposed process. Corix is directed to file its BMDEU Annual Report to the BCUC to include the 2021
year-end balance for the Fuel Cost Deferral Account by no later than April 30, 2022. Corix is directed to file a
compliance filing with the BCUC by no later than June 1, 2022, to include the following:
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(i) Information on the 2021 year-end balance of the deferral account, consistent with the
information presented in the annual report;
(ii) A request for an approval of the associated rate riders effective July 1, 2022, until June 30, 2023;
and
(iii) All supporting information.

3.2.2 SFU Property Tax Deferral Account and Rate Rider
The Property Tax Deferral Account was established to recover or refund any difference between the forecast
and actual property taxes for SFU214 According to the TESA, “Following the initial property tax assessment, Corix
will be responsible for forecasting property taxes for each test period and will not be entitled or required to
adjust for any difference between forecast and actual property taxes between BCUC rate cases.”215
Corix explains there is ongoing uncertainty about whether SFU will be required to pay property taxes until an
initial property tax assessment has been received.216
For the Test Period, Corix proposes to recover/refund the balance in the Property Tax Variance Account through
rate rider using a 12-month amortization period. The rate rider would be calculated and charged using the same
units as the Capacity Charge ($/MW of Nominated Capacity/Month). The Capacity Charge units are most
appropriate since the TESA does not permit adjustments to the Availability Charge, and the Capacity Charge
ensures recovery/refund within the proposed 12-month period.217
Additionally, Corix states that by no later than April 30, 2022, Corix would submit its BMDEU Annual Report to
the BCUC, which would include the 2021 year-end balance for the Property Tax Variance Account. By no later
than June 1, 2022, Corix would submit a compliance filing with the BCUC with:
(i) Information on the 2021 year-end balance of the deferral account, consistent with the information
presented in the annual report;
(ii) A request for an approval of the associated rate riders effective July 1, 2022 until June 30, 2023; and
(iii) All relevant supporting information.218

Positions of the Parties
BCOAPO and SFU did not comment on the Property Tax Variance Account Rate Rider.

Panel Determination
For 2022 and 2023, the Panel approves Corix’s proposed rate structure for the Property Tax Variance Account
Rate Rider and Corix must use a 12 month amortization period for any balance in the deferral account. In the
Panel’s view, Corix’s proposed rate rider and rate setting mechanism are simple, efficient, and consistent with
other BCUC proceedings to approve flow-through rate riders. The Panel notes that the interveners do not object
to this proposed process. Corix is directed to file its BMDEU Annual Report to the BCUC by no later than April
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30, 2022, which will include the 2021 year-end balance for the Property Tax Variance Account. Corix is
directed to file a compliance filing with the BCUC by no later than June 1, 2022, to include the following:
(i) Information on the 2021 year-end balance of the deferral account, consistent with the
information presented in the annual report;
(ii) A request for an approval of the associated rate riders effective July 1, 2022 until June 30, 2023;
and
(iii) All supporting information.

4.0

Revenue and Rates

In this Section, the Panel reviews the load demand and energy forecasts, the proposed rates and forecast
revenue for the SFU and UniverCity customer groups, and the treatment of differences between interim and
permanent rates.

4.1

Load Demand and Energy Forecasts

Corix’s proposed rates for the Test Period are based on the load demand and energy forecasts discussed below.
For UniverCity, the Basic Charge (in $/m2 per month) and the proposed 2020 4-month Rate Rider (in $/m2 per
month) for September 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020 for the Test Period are calculated using the forecast
square footage based on UniverCity’s build-out schedule. The existing Variable Rate (in $/kWh) and proposed
Variable Energy Charge ($/kWh) are calculated using the forecast energy demand of UniverCity customers.
For SFU, the Consumption Charges (in $/kWh) for the Test Period depend on forecast energy demand. The
Capacity Charge (in $/MW of Nominated Capacity/Month) and Availability Charge (in $/Month) are set pursuant
to the TESA based on the nominated capacity of 10 MW and other terms provided in the TESA.
The tables below show the forecast square footage for UniverCity and the total BMDEU forecast energy demand
for UniverCity and SFU.
Table 21: UniverCity Forecast Square Footage219
UniverCity Forecast
Incremental floor area (sq metres)
Total floor area (sq metres) - Mid-Year Additions

219

2020
23,474
107,005

2021
17,332
127,408

2022
19,656
145,902

2023
24,041
167,751

Exhibit B-15-2, p. 3 and Exhibit B-15-4 “UniverCity Forecast” Tab.
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Table 22: Total Forecast Energy Demand for the BMDEU220
Data for Table 6 (Total Forecast Energy Demand for the BMDEU)
Annual Energy Demand (2020 includes Actuals)
2020 (Actual)
UniverCity (MWh)
12,103
SFU (MWh)
8,279
Total (MWh)
20,382

2021
15,298
43,787
59,085

2022
17,586
43,787
61,373

2023
20,232
43,787
64,019

UniverCity
Corix’s floor area forecast depends on UniverCity’s build-out schedule. In the 2017 BMDEU CPCN application,
Corix anticipated that UniverCity would have built a total of 213,984 m2 floor area by 2021. As of February 2021,
Corix expects the remaining buildings at UniverCity to be completed and connected to the BMDEU by the end of
2025, for a total of 214,196 m2 floor area.221 Corix periodically obtains updates to the build-out schedule from
the developers of the UniverCity neighbourhood.222 The table below shows UniverCity’s updated development
schedule as of February 2021 compared to the information submitted in the 2017 BMDEU CPCN.
Table 23: Build-out Schedule and Load Comparison (CPCN vs. Evidentiary Update)223

220
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Corix explains that the information presented in the Application is on a calendar year basis to provide a
direct comparison with the information from the 2017 BMDEU CPCN. However, the financial model uses
a mid-year building connection to account for the unpredictability of the specific month that each building will
connect to and start receiving service from the BMDEU.224 The UniverCity forecast revenue from the Basic
Charge based on the total floor mid-year additions is discussed in Subsection 4.2.2.
For the UniverCity’s energy load forecast, Corix determines the UniverCity peak load and annual energy demand
using estimated energy use and peak load demand units, Energy Use Intensities (EUI) and Peak Load Demand
(PLD). Corix uses operational data for existing buildings in combination with design requirements from building
developers to determine the EUI and PLD for each building.225
SFU
Corix’s SFU Capacity and Availability charges are based on their business agreements. Pursuant to the TESA, SFU
has a nominated baseload capacity of 10 MW. Using a load duration curve, a 10-MW baseload capacity
translates into an annual energy demand of 43,787 MWh.226
Table 24: SFU Baseload and Annual Energy Demand Forecast227

Corix notes that due to the TESA contractual obligations where SFU has a nominated capacity of 10MW, there
will be no impact on the proposed rates for SFU if its baseload falls below 10 MW. Likewise, SFU is contractually
limited to a maximum of 10 MW of biomass baseload and any additional capacity is provided by SFU’s own
peaking infrastructure.228
SFU’s Consumption Charge is based on an annual energy load forecast. A variance in SFU’s annual energy
consumption from forecast would be captured in the Fuel Cost Deferral Account and would not impact any of
the rates proposed in this Application (i.e., Capacity Charge, Consumption Charge, Availability Charge).229
Directionally, if SFU energy use is lower than forecast, it will result in a surplus in the Fuel Cost Deferral Account,
which would be refunded to SFU in equal payments over 12 months through a negative fixed charge rate rider
(and vice versa).230 Section 3.2.1 provides further information about the Fuel Cost Deferral Account and the
associated rate rider.
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The SFU forecast revenue using the above noted baseload and Energy demand is discussed in Subsection 4.2.1.

Positions of the Parties
SFU and BCOAPO did not comment on Corix’s load forecasts. However, BCOAPO notes the UniverCity build-out
delay now anticipated to be completed by the end of 2025 and BCOAPO suggests that the recovery period be
adjusted to the original 20-year levelization period that was implemented in 2011.231 This issue is addressed in
Section 3.1.1.

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the forecast load demand and energy forecasts reasonable for determining rates and
calculating revenue forecasts in the Test Period. Corix’s forecasts for UniverCity are adequately supported by
recent information and updated assumptions. For UniverCity, variances in the floor area forecast will be
captured through revenue differences recorded in the RDDA and variances in UniverCity energy load will be
handled through the Variable Energy Charge Rate Setting Mechanism. The load information for SFU is
appropriately based on the approved TESA and variances in the energy forecast will be captured through the
Fuel Cost Deferral Account.

4.2

Proposed Rates and Revenue Forecast
4.2.1 SFU

In the 2017 BCDEU CPCN Decision, the BCUC approved the rate design principles outlined in the approved TESA.
The BCUC noted methodology used is a common approach to rate making and was agreed to by both SFU and
Corix.232 Based on the rate design principles set out in the approve TESA, Corix requests approval of the
following rates for SFU:
Table 25: Final Proposed Rates for SFU233

231
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The forecast SFU Revenue Requirements and revenue based on proposed rates and a comparison of revenue to
the Revenue Requitements are presented in the following tables.
Table 26: SFU Forecast Revenue Requirements and Revenue based on Proposed Rates (Amended Evidentiary
Update)234

Table 27: Forecast Revenue from SFU Compared to Forecast SFU Revenue Requirements235

The proposed rates for SFU are estimated to result in an annual SFU bill of approximately $3.4M per year
beginning in 2021, in addition to approximately $1.1M for September to December 2020.236

234
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Positions of the Parties
Subject to the comments on Corix’s methodology for calculating AFUDC which are addressed in Subsection
2.4.2, SFU confirms that the final applied-for rates for Corix’s service to SFU have been determined in
accordance with the cost-of-service parameters, the cost allocation and rate design principles set out in the
TESA. Accordingly, SFU supports approval of the rates for Corix’s service to SFU under the TESA.237

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the proposed rates are consistent with the rate design principles outlined in the approved
TESA and the calculated revenue based on the forecast load and proposed rates is sufficient to recover the
Revenue Requirements allocated to SFU plus the incentive payment set out in the TESA that is collected from
the Availability Charge. SFU confirms the proposed rates, cost allocations and rate design are consistent with
the TESA. The proposed rates are understandable to the customer and effectively yield the total revenue
requirement. Accordingly, pursuant to sections 59 to 61 of the UCA, the Panel approves the final SFU
proposed rates set out in Table 25, effective October 23, 2020, January 1, 2021, January 1, 2022 and January 1,
2023. Corix is directed to file revised tariff pages reflecting the approved rate changes for endorsement by the
BCUC within 30 days of the issuance of this decision.
The Panel notes that while the BCUC approved the incentive payment included in the Availability Charge as part
of the TESA, the 2017 BCDEU CPCN Decision did not specifically set out the reasons for approving an amount in
excess of the Corix’s Revenue Requirement. However, the 2017 BCDEU CPCN Decision also approved a capital
cost risk reward sharing mechanism and stated:
The [BCUC] approves the capital cost RR sharing mechanism as outlined in the TESA. The [BCUC]
finds there are a number of important features that support using such a mechanism. Firstly, the
agreement is between two sophisticated parties. Each has had the opportunity to carefully
examine the pros and cons of entering into such an agreement and determined that it is to their
individual benefit. Secondly, the agreement directly impacts only the parties to the TESA
agreement, SFU and Corix. Therefore, the provisions in the mechanism have no direct impact on
UniverCity ratepayers. Thirdly, the mechanism is designed to promote the creation of efficiency
and produce cost savings some of which might be beneficial to UniverCity ratepayers who could
benefit from any capital expenditure savings resulting in a reduction in their part of the capital
cost allocation from the CEP rate base. Collectively, the [BCUC] finds that these features justify
approving the capital cost RR sharing mechanism as proposed by Corix.238
In the Panel’s view, the reasons for approving this mechanism also support the incentive payment. The
Availability Charge was negotiated between Corix and SFU and is designed to ensure that no other customer
group will be unfavorably affected by Corix’s service to SFU.

4.2.2 UniverCity
Considering the significant impact of the CEP on UniverCity’s existing rate base and revenue requirements, Corix
states its rate proposals utilize the existing RDDA and a levelization approach to mitigate against rate shock for
237
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customers. Corix calculates that the proposed Test Period rate increases for UniverCity customers lead to a
typical end-user experiencing no more than a 10 percent total annual bill increase. Based on this approach, Corix
requests approval of the following rates for UniverCity:239
Table 28: Existing 2020 Rates and Final Proposed Rates for UniverCity (Amended Evidentiary Update)240

The Basic Charge and Variable Rate for 2020 UniverCity are the existing rates approved by the BCUC for 2020.
The Panel approved the 2020 4-month Rate Rider in Subsection 3.1.2. Corix’s request for permanent approval of
the proposed 2021 Variable Energy Charge of $0.0301 is based on the 2021 forecast energy load of 15,298 MWh
and forecast energy costs of $461,204. Since the UniverCity Variable Energy Charge for 2022 and 2023 will be
approved in the separate regulatory process as reviewed in Subsection 3.1.3, it is not necessary for the Panel to
approve the Variable Energy Charge for 2022 and 2023.
The Basic Charge for 2021 to 2023 is based on the total Revenue Requirement excluding energy costs for 2021
to 2023 as presented in the table below:
Table 29: UniverCity Forecast Revenue Requirements (Amended Evidentiary Update)241

239
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The calculated revenue recoverable at proposed rates, the revenue deficiency to be added to the RDDA and a
comparison to the forecast UniverCity Revenue Requirements are presented in the following table.
Table 30: UniverCity Forecast Revenue, Revenue Deficiency and Comparison to the Revenue Requirements242
Actual
2020
Basic Charge ($/m2 per Month)
Total floor area (sq metres) - Mid-Year Additions
Number of months
Basic Charge Revenue
RDDA Revenue Deficiency
Total Revenue Requirements excluding Energy Costs
Variable Energy Rate
Demand (MWh)
2021 Consumption Charge Revenue/2022 amd 2023 Energy Forecast
Actual 2020 Total Revenue
Total Revenue Requirements

$

$

$

$
50,825 $
$
$

Forecast
2021
1.0482
127,408
12
1,602,631
1,081,097
2,683,728
0.0301
15,298
461,200

Forecast
2022
$
1.1164
145,902
12
$
1,954,556
$
796,365
$
2,750,921
n/a

Forecast
2023
$
1.1889
167,751
12
$
2,393,317
$
442,220
$
2,835,537
n/a

$
$
516,265 $
599,240
$1,502,355 n/a
n/a
n/a
1,553,180 $
3,144,928 $
3,267,186 $
3,434,777

Based on the proposed rates for 2021 through to 2023 and the proposed 2020 4-month rate rider, Corix
calculates that a typical UniverCity residential customer will experience total annual bill increases of 9 percent,
6.9 percent, 6 percent and 6.7 percent in 2020, 2021, 2022 and 2023 respectively.243
Corix notes that the primary driver for the increase to UniverCity’s rates during the proposed Test Period is the
new low-carbon CEP. It submits UniverCity’s rate base experiences a material increase from the $5.333 million at
the end of 2019 to $21.271 million at the end of 2020 primarily due to the capital costs associated with the new
CEP, with a relatively immaterial residual increase being driven by the addition of new UniverCity customers in
2020.244

Positions of the Parties
SFU takes no position regarding the requested approvals insofar as they relate to the UniverCity customers.245
BCOAPO notes that the cumulative effect of the proposed increase over the proposed Test Period is
approximately 32 percent, which is many times greater than inflation. BCOAPO submits that ratepayers face a
serious challenge to the affordability of their energy.246
In reply, Corix reiterates that the increase is primarily attributable to the capital costs of the new low-carbon CEP
and the associated operating and fuel costs for the CEP.247 Corix submits that it has constructed a new operating
plant with different operational requirements and considering this upgrade and change in operational
requirements, Corix views that the cumulative effect of the proposed increases over the 2020-2023 test period
cannot be compared to the rate of inflation. Comparing operating costs against the rate of inflation would be
more appropriate if the utility did not have any capital upgrades.248 Corix also argues that further mitigation of
242
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rates during the Test Period would require establishing two deferral accounts which is not practical and may
cause confusion.249

Panel Determination
The Panel finds the proposed UniverCity rate increases reflect a reasonable balance of appropriate rate
setting principles. As BCOAPO points out, the cumulative rate increases over the Test Period are significant.
However, even with these increases, the resulting revenue does not effectively yield UniverCity’s total Revenue
Requirements. As a result, the RDDA is forecast to increase by almost $2.4 million250 over the Test Period, adding
to an already significant RDDA balance which Corix indicates, based on its assumptions, will not be recovered
until 2031. Further, since the CEP commences operation in the Test Period there is a significant change in the
energy service provided to UniverCity customers. This change in service came with a significant increase in
capital cost that must ultimately be recovered in rates.
In the Panel’s view, Corix’s proposed rates and rate increases reflect an appropriate balance between competing
considerations including:


Achieving rate stability while avoiding rate shock considerations as referenced in the TES Guidelines;



Avoiding undue discrimination and balancing intergenerational equity among ratepayers; and



Setting rates high enough to contribute to the recovery of the cost of service, to minimize the increase
in the RDDA and use the least deferral mechanisms possible.

Accordingly, pursuant to sections 59 to 61 of the UCA, the Panel approves the Basic Charges for UniverCity on
a permanent basis, effective January 1, 2021, January 1, 2022, and January 1, 2023, as set out in Table 28.
Corix is directed to file revised tariff pages reflecting the approved rate changes for endorsement by the BCUC
within 30 days of the issuance of this decision.

4.3

Differences Between Interim and Permanent Rates

For UniverCity customers, Corix requests:


Approval to apply any difference between the interim Variable Energy Charge ($0.0293 per kilowatthour) and final Variable Energy Charge ($0.0301 per kilowatt-hour) to the Energy Cost Reconciliation
Account with applicable interest calculated based on Corix’s weighted average cost of capital,
retroactive to the effective date(s) of the interim Variable Energy Charge; and



Approval to apply any difference between the interim Basic Charge and final Basic Charge for UniverCity
to the existing Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account with applicable interest calculated based on Corix’s
weighted average cost of capital, retroactive to the effective date(s) of the interim Basic Charge.251
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For SFU, the final approved 2020 Capacity Charge for SFU is lower than the interim approved 2020 Capacity
Charge approved by the BCUC and the final 2021 Capacity Charge for SFU is higher than the interim approved
2021 Capacity Charge, resulting in a net refund to SFU.
Corix proposes to refund the total difference between the interim SFU rates and final SFU rates, with applicable
interest calculated based on Corix’s weighted average cost of capital, through a temporary fixed charge rider
over a time period not greater than 12 months. Corix explains the rate rider would be calculated by dividing the
total to be repaid by the number of months over which the rate rider is applicable. Corix estimates a Capacity
Charge refund of $131,002 for 2020, before the applicable interest. This excludes any recovery amount
associated with the difference between the 2021 interim and final Capacity Charge. Corix notes the final amount
to be refunded/recovered is subject to the BCUC’s determination on the final rates.252

Positions of the Parties
SFU states that it does not believe it is necessary to refund the difference between interim and permanent rates
over time through a temporary rate rider. Rather, SFU submits that the amount should be refunded through a
one-time credit to SFU’s monthly bill issued in the month following the month in which the BCUC issues its
decision on the Application.
BCOAPO does not comment on the treatment of differences between interim and permanent rates.253
In reply, Corix submits it is reasonable to refund or recover such over a period of time similar to the length of
time over which the interim rates were in effect. To illustrate, Corix explains if interim rates had been in effect
for 12 months and final approved rates were higher than interim rates, it would be unreasonable for Corix to
request that customers pay the difference through a one-time payment in the month immediately following the
decision.254

Panel Determination
Corix is directed to refund the net difference between SFU interim and permanent rates, plus applicable
interest at the weighted average cost of capital, within one billing period after the issuance of this Decision.
The Panel agrees with SFU and considers there is no reasonable justification for issuing the refund over time.
The Panel approves Corix’s request to apply any difference between the interim UniverCity Variable Energy
Charge ($0.0293 per kilowatt-hour) and final UniverCity Variable Energy Charge ($0.0301 per kilowatt-hour) to
the ECRA with applicable interest calculated based on Corix’s weighted average cost of capital, retroactive to
the effective date of the interim UniverCity Variable Energy Charge. Application of the difference in Variable
Energy Charge to the ECRA is an efficient approach and acceptable in the circumstances. The Panel notes there
is no difference between the approved interim and final UniverCity Basic Charge.

5.0

Other Issues

In this Section, the Panel reviews other issues identified in the proceeding that do not have a direct impact on
the Revenue Requirements and rates including the SFU/Corix Risk Sharing Agreement, the SFU replacement and
252
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the renewal capital default debt rate specified in the TESA, the thermal energy delivery parameters and
performance testing requirements set out in Schedule 4 of TESA and Corix’s confidentiality request.

5.1

SFU/Corix Risk Sharing Agreement

As noted in Section 2.4.1, biomass fuel costs are allocated to SFU and UniverCity based on their respective share
of biomass energy produced by the BMDEU, subject to the Risk Sharing Agreement between Corix and SFU. The
Risk Sharing Agreement allows for a portion of the SFU biomass fuel costs to be fixed at a specified rate ($/BDT),
while the remaining volume needed to satisfy SFU’s energy demand are sourced as variable costs.255 The terms
of the Risk Sharing Agreement are confidential.
Corix explains that the Risk Sharing Agreement between Corix and SFU was reached in lieu of the 10-year fuel
supply contract that was one of the conditions precedent of the Infrastructure Agreement.256 The Risk Sharing
Agreement arose because Corix was unable to secure a biomass supply contract that conformed to the
minimum contractual parameters outlined as a condition precedent in the Infrastructure Agreement between
Corix and SFU. Corix filed the Infrastructure Agreement with the 2017 BMDEU CPCN application. In the 2017
BMDEU CPCN Decision, the BCUC stated that “there is no need to approve the SFU Infrastructure
Agreement.”257
Corix is not seeking BCUC approval of the Risk Sharing Agreement.258 In addition, Corix submits that the Risk
Sharing Agreement does not impact the cost allocation of biomass costs from Corix to UniverCity customers and
does not disadvantage UniverCity customers. For these reasons, Corix submits that determinations on the Risk
Sharing Agreement are not warranted.259

Positions of the Parties
SFU states that the Risk Sharing Agreement sets out a risk sharing mechanism between Corix and SFU relating to
the cost of biomass fuel for SFU for the duration of the Risk Sharing Agreement. The Risk Sharing Agreement is
applicable only to SFU and does not impact the revenue requirement or rates for the UniverCity community. SFU
submits that any biomass supply costs incurred by Corix that are not recovered from SFU as a result of the Risk
Sharing Agreement will be borne by Corix’s shareholders.260 SFU agrees with Corix that BCUC approval of the
Risk Sharing Agreement is not required.261
BCOAPO did not comment on the Risk Sharing Agreement in its Final Argument.

Panel Discussion
The Panel agrees there is no need to approve the Risk Sharing Agreement between Corix and SFU. The Risk
Sharing Agreement does not impact the cost allocation of biomass costs from Corix to UniverCity customers or
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impact UniverCity customers. If any of the biomass supply costs allocated to SFU are not recovered by Corix as a
result of the Risk Sharing Agreement this risk will be borne by Corix’s shareholder.

5.2

SFU Replacement and Renewal Capital Default Debt Rate

Corix states it currently does not have sufficient equipment maintenance data to create a reasonable
replacement and renewal and accordingly it has not forecast any replacement and renewal in the Revenue
Requirements. Assessing the operations and maintenance requirements for the equipment over the next several
years will give Corix the opportunity to develop a structured replacement and renewal capital plan based on
equipment specifications, original equipment manufacturer’s maintenance requirements and actual operational
data and observations in the field.262 Corix anticipates that between year 5 and 10 of consistent operations will
provide enough understanding and operational experience to be able to provide a long term forecast of
replacement and renewal capital.263
Corix has not yet determined how it will establish the default debt rate for any incremental capital expenditures
associated with a replacement and renewal capital plan.264 It notes the TESA sets a fixed default debt funding
rate for the other capital expenditures, and any replacement and renewal capital expenditures require the
determination of the appropriate debt funding cost. Corix submits that there are a number of factors to consider
and several options available in establishing the default debt rate, there is uncertainty in the amount and timing
of future replacement and renewal capital expenditures making it challenging for Corix to determine a fair and
reasonable future debt cost.265
Corix submits that if substantial replacement and renewal Replacement and Renewal capital expenditures are
required before a capital plan is developed, then an appropriate debt rate would be required for these
expenditures. The default debt rate will be discussed with SFU, following which, Corix notes, it would need to
apply to the BCUC to set the default debt rate. The BCUC would then issue a decision on an appropriate rate.266

Positions of the Parties
BCOAPO expresses concern that because Corix has not developed a replacement and renewal maintenance cost
and these capital costs may put further pressure on future rates. Additionally, BCOAPO questions how the
absence of such a plan is impacting the O&M forecast for the proposed Test Period.267
SFU notes that while this issue does not affect the applied-for rates in this proceeding, it would be appropriate
for Corix to address this matter in its next rate application for the test period beyond 2023, and make a specific
proposal regarding how the default debt rate would be established for any incremental capital associated with
future replacement and renewal capital expenditures.268
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In reply, Corix repeats its perspective for excluding the replacement and renewal capital plan at this time, and
submits that it intends to assess the operations and maintenance requirements for the equipment over the next
several years in order to develop a structured and robust capital plan.269

Panel Determination
The Panel acknowledges that the revenue requirements do not include a forecast of a replacement and renewal
capital expenditures and accepts that future operational experience is required to inform such a plan. However,
to assist in the future review of these expenditures, the Panel directs Corix to include in its next revenue
requirements application, an update on the status of (i) the operational experience and timing of the
Replacement and Renewal capital expenditures forecast; and (ii) the methodology for setting the “default
debt” rate.

5.3

CEP Performance Testing

The CEP thermal energy provided by Corix to SFU will be in accordance with the thermal energy delivery
parameters and performance testing requirements set out in Schedule 4 of TESA.270 Schedule 4 states that
performance testing needs to be completed within 12 months from the October 23, 2020 service
commencement date.
Section 12.1 (d) of the TESA states that Corix could be in default of the TESA if the CEP fails to pass the
performance testing within the time specified and Corix fails or is unable to cure such failure within one year of
the date SFU receives the performance testing report. Corix explains who will bear the risks of any project costs
incurred to correct the failure in a scenario where the CEP fails to pass the performance testing set out in
Schedule 4.
If the failure was determined to be a matter that should have been within the control of the
utility then Corix’s shareholders would bear the risk but if it was determined that the extent of
the failure was a cause that could not be reasonable foreseen by Corix then it would be Corix’s
expectation that it would be allowed to recover such costs fairly. If the technology supplier is
not able to demonstrate that the system is meeting the performance under the design
specifications, the cost to remedy will be borne by the technology supplier.271
Corix states that performance testing is expected to be completed in the fall before October 23,2021, which
represents the one-year anniversary of the service commencement to SFU.272 Corix submits that it is not
opposed to providing relevant and useful information to the BCUC. However, Corix asserts that it would “need
to understand the purpose of the BCUC’s review of the final engineering report on performance testing in order
to opine on whether Corix is amenable to providing a copy of this document.”273
The interveners did not provide a position on this topic.
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Panel Determination
The Panel finds it is not necessary for Corix to file the final engineering report on performance testing, unless
otherwise directed by the BCUC. In the Panel’s view, Corix can inform the BCUC of any performance issues
identified that may impact the efficiency of the CEP and cause energy cost variances issues in the 2022
applications for setting the UniverCity Variable Energy Charge and the SFU Fuel Cost Deferral Account rate rider.

5.4

Confidentiality Request

Corix submits it filed the Application with confidential materials including a Financial Model (Exhibit A of the
Application) and a redacted version of the Biomass Supply Contract (Exhibit B of the Application). Corix requests
confidentiality of these materials because it believes the release, use, or distribution of the Financial Model or
Biomass Supply Contract to any organization outside of the BCUC could subject Corix to substantial harm and
loss of competitive advantage resulting in rates or agreements that are unfavorable to existing and/or future
customers.274
On November 27, 2020, SFU sent BCUC a signed Confidentiality Declaration and Undertaking Form to release all
confidential documents related to the application. Corix stated that it has no objection to this request.275
Corix submitted an Updated Amended Evidentiary Update Model (2021-05-28)276 stating the information
contained in this model is strictly confidential and privileged and has been submitted electronically exclusively
for use by the BCUC and its representatives/designees and SFU in connection with the evaluation of this
Application. Further, Corix submits that its Financial Model includes unique formulas and business insights.277
Corix requests that the BCUC keep the accompanying Financial Model confidential due to its commercially
sensitive nature.278
As part of the evidentiary record, Corix also filed several exhibits on a confidential basis for similar commercially
sensitivity reasons.279
No parties objected to Corix’s request for confidentiality.

Panel Determination
The Panel determines that confidential information submitted by Corix in this proceeding will be kept
confidential subject to the following. The Panel agrees with Corix that the confidential materials are
commercially sensitive and notes that interveners were able to access these materials by signing a
Confidentiality Declaration and Undertaking Form. With regards to the Financial Model, the Panel finds that the
model is commercially sensitive to the extent that public release of certain parts of the Biomass Supply Contract
including pricing information and the formulas embedded in the model would cause harm to Corix and its
ratepayers. However, the Panel finds the information contained in the tables above in this decision , which has
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been disclosed by Corix in the Application, in the evidentiary updates, or in Corix’s responses to non-confidential
IRs referencing the information contained in Corix’s Financial Model is not confidential.
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DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this

24th

day of September 2021.

Original signed by:
____________________________________
K. A. Keilty
Panel Chair / Commissioner

Original signed by:
____________________________________
C. M. Brewer
Commissioner

Original signed by:
____________________________________
B. A. Magnan
Commissioner
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APPENDIX A
List of Acronyms
Acronym

Description

2017 BMDEU CPCN
Decision

BCUC Decision on Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc. Application for a
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the Burnaby
Mountain District Energy Utility dated September 5, 2017
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction

AFUDC
Application
BC Hydro

Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc. Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility
2020 to 2023 Revenue Requirement and Rates Application
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority

BCOAPO

British Columbia Old Age Pensioners’ Organization et al.

BCUC

British Columbia Utilities Commission

BDT

Bone Dry Tonnes

BMDEU

Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility

CAM

Cost Allocation Methodology

Capacity Charge

($/MW of Nominated Capacity/Month

CEC

Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia

CEP

Central Energy Plant

CIAC

Contributions in Aid of Construction

CII

Corix Infrastructure Inc.

Cloverdale Fuel

Cloverdale Fuel Ltd.

Corix

Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc.

COS

Cost of Service

CPCN

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

CUI

Corix Utilities Inc.

ECRA

Energy Cost Reconciliation Account

EUI

Energy Use Intensity

EUI

Energy Use Intensities

FEI

FortisBC Energy Inc.

FTE

Full Time Equivalents

GCOC

Generic Cost of Capital

IR

Information Request
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O&M

Operations and maintenance

PLD

Peak Load Demand

PPE

Property, Plant and Equipment

RDDA

Revenue Deficiency Deferral Account

Revenue Requirement

BMDEU’s forecast cost of service or revenue requirement

ROE

Return on Equity

SFU

Simon Fraser University

Strata-EPS-3822

Strata Plan EPS-3822 Centre Block Building

Strata-EPS-5447

Strata Plan EPS-5447 The Peak

TES Guidelines

BCUC’s Thermal Energy System Framework Guidelines

TESA

Thermal Energy Services Agreement

Test Period

September 1, 2020 through to December 31, 2023 test period

UCA

Utilities Commission Act

UniverCity NUS

UniverCity Neighborhood Utility Service

Variable Charge

Variable Rate per kilowatt-hour
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APPENDIX B
IN THE MATTER OF
the Utilities Commission Act, RSBC 1996, Chapter 473

and

Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc.
Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility 2020-2023 Revenue Requirement and Rate Application
EXHIBIT LIST

Exhibit No.

Description

COMMISSION DOCUMENTS
A-1

Letter dated August 12, 2020 – Appointment the Panel for the review of the Corix MultiUtility Services Inc. - Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility 2020-2023 Revenue
Requirement and Rates Application dated July 30, 2020

A-2

Letter dated August 19, 2020 – BCUC Order G-220-20 establishing a Regulatory Timetable
to review to Application

A-3

Letter dated September 22, 2020 – BCUC request Corix response regarding confidentiality

A-4

Letter dated September 22, 2020 – BCUC providing information regarding the Corix-led
virtual workshop

A-5

Letter dated November 3, 2020 – BCUC Information Request No. 1 to Corix

A-6

CONFIDENTIAL - Letter dated November 3, 2020 – BCUC Confidential Information Request
No. 1 to Corix

A-7

Letter dated December 3, 2020 – BCUC request for comments regarding confidentiality

A-8

Letter dated December 7, 2020 – BCUC Order G-318-20 approving interim rates

A-9

Letter dated December 15, 2020 – BCUC Order G-331-20 amending the regulatory
timetable

A-10

Letter dated December 23, 2020 – BCUC response to Corix’s extension request on response
submissions for BCUC and intervener IRs No. 1
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A-11

Letter dated December 23, 2020 – BCUC Order G-348-20 amending the regulatory
timetable

A-12

Letter dated January 20, 2021 – BCUC Order G-21-21 amending the regulatory timetable

A-13

Letter dated April 6, 2021 – BCUC Order G-103-21 establishing a further regulatory
timetable

A-14

Letter dated April 22, 2021 – BCUC Information Request No. 2 to Corix

A-15

CONFIDENTIAL - Letter dated April 22, 2021 – BCUC Confidential Information Request
No. 2 to Corix

A-16

Letter dated June 9, 2021 – BCUC request for SFU submission be included in its final
argument

A-17

Letter dated June 16, 2021 – BCUC response to BCOAPO extension request

APPLICANT DOCUMENTS

B-1

Corix Multi-Utility Services Inc. (Corix) - Burnaby Mountain District Energy Utility (BMDEU)
2020-2023 Revenue Requirement and Rates Application dated July 30, 2020 - Redacted

B-1-1

CONFIDENTIAL – Corix BMDEU 2020-2023 Revenue Requirement and Rates Application
dated July 30, 2020 – confidential version

B-2

Letter dated August 27, 2020 – Corix submitting confirmation of notice of application

B-3

Letter dated October 7, 2020 – Corix providing information regarding the Corix virtual
workshop

B-4

Letter dated October 13, 2020 – Corix submitting response to BCUC on confidentiality

B-5

Letter dated October 13, 2020 – Corix submitting workshop presentation

B-6

Letter dated November 30, 2020 – Corix submitting response to BCUC Information Request
No. 1 Section A

B-7

Letter date December 7, 2020 – Corix submitting response to SFU request for confidential
documents

B-8

Letter date December 11, 2020 – Corix Submitting Extension Request to File Information
Requests Responses
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B-9

Letter date December 11, 2020 – Corix clarification to response to SFU’s request for access
to confidential documents

B-10

Letter date January 7, 2021 – Corix Submitting Responses to BCOAPO Information Request
No. 1

B-11

Letter date January 7, 2021 – Corix Submitting Responses to SFU Information Request No.
1

B-12

CONFIDENTIAL - Letter date January 7, 2021 – Corix Submitting Responses to BCUC
Confidential Information Request No. 1

B-12-1

Letter dated January 8, 2021 – Corix Submitting Responses to BCUC Information Request
No. 1

B-13
B-13-1

Letter dated January 13, 2021 – Corix and BMDEU Submitting Letter Agreement
CONFIDENTIAL - Letter dated January 13, 2021 – Corix and BMDEU Submitting confidential
Letter Agreement

B-14

Letter dated January 15, 2021 – Corix request for extension to file evidentiary update

B-15
B-15-1

Letter dated March 19, 2021 – Corix Submitting Evidentiary Update
CONFIDENTIAL – Letter dated March 19, 2021 – Corix Submitting Financial Model for
Evidentiary Update – Appendix A

B-15-2

Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix Submitting Amended Evidentiary Update

B-15-3

CONFIDENTIAL – Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix Submitting Confidential Financial
Model for Evidentiary Update Model

B-15-4

CONFIDENTIAL – Letter dated May 28, 2021 – Corix Submitting Corrected Confidential
Financial Model for Evidentiary Update Model

B-16

Letter dated March 30, 2021 – Corix submitting reply submission on Further Process

B-17

Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix submitting extension request to file Information Request
No. 2

B-18

Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix submitting response to BCUC Information Request No. 2

B-19

CONFIDENTIAL - Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix submitting response to BCUC
Confidential Information Request No. 2
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B-20

Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix submitting response to BCOAPO Information Request
No. 2

B-21

Letter dated May 20, 2021 – Corix submitting response to SFU Information Request No. 2

B-22

Letter dated May 30, 2021 – Corix submitting correction to response to SFU Information
Request No. 2

INTERVENER DOCUMENTS

C1-1

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY (SFU) - Letter dated September 08, 2020 Request to Intervene by
Joyce Chong

C1-2

Letter dated November 10, 2020 – SFU Submitting Information Request No. 1 to Corix

C1-3

Letter dated November 27, 2020 – SFU Submitting Confidentiality Undertakings for Joyce
Chong, Robin Sirett and Trent Berry

C1-4

Letter dated March 25, 2021 – SFU Submitting support of proposed regulatory review
process

C1-5

Letter dated April 29, 2021 – SFU Submitting Information Request No. 2 to Corix

C2-1

STRATA PLAN EPS‐3822 CENTRE BLOCK BUILDING (STRATA-EPS‐3822) - Letter dated
September 14, 2020 Request to Intervene by Jerry Liu

C3-1

STRATA PLAN EPS5447 - THE PEAK (STRATA-EPS‐5447) - Letter dated September 14, 2020
Request to Intervene by James Payette

C4-1

BRITISH COLUMBIA OLD AGE PENSIONERS’ ORGANIZATION ET AL. (BCOAPO) - Letter dated
September 17, 2020 Request to Intervene by Leigha Worth & Irina Mis

C4-2

Letter dated November 10, 2020 – BCOAPO Submitting Information Request No. 1 to Corix

C4-3

Letter dated March 25, 2021 – BCOAPO submissions on further process

C4-4

Letter dated April 29, 2021 – BCOAPO Submitting Information Request No. 2 to Corix
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